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Abstract
This paper examines the question of whether and how the grammars proposed by linguists may be said to be realized’ in adequate models of human
sentence processing. We first review the assumptions guiding the so-called
Derivational Theory of Complexity (DTC) experiments. Recall that the DTC
experiments were taken to show that the theory of transf-ormationai
grammar (TGI known as the Standard Theory was only a partially adequate
model for human parsing. In particular, it was assumed (see Fodor et. al.,
19741 that the .DTC experiments demonstrated that while the parser actually
used the structural descriptions implicit in a transformational derivation, the
computations it used bore little resemblance to the transformations proposed by a TG. The crucial assumptions behind the DTC were that (1) the
processing model (or ‘parser’) performs operations in a linear, serial fashion;
and (25 the parser incorporates a grammar written in more or less the same
format as the competence grammar. If we assume strict seriality, then it also
seems easier to embed an Extended Lexical Grammar, such as the model
proposed in Bresnan (19 78) (as opposed to a TG). into a parsing model.
Therefore, this assump’tion plays an important role in BresnanS critique of
TG as an adequate part of a theory of language use. Both Fodor, Bever and
Garrett (197&d) and Bresnan (1978) attempt to make the grammatical ru?es
compatible with the psycholinguistic data and with assum,ption (1) by
proposing models that limit the amount of active computation performed
*We would like to tharik Ed. Barton, Noam Chomsky and Norbert Hornstein for stimulating discussion and guidance during the writing of this paper. Joan Bresnan, Dick Carter, David Israel, William
Marslen-Wilson,Curtis Marx.,,Ray Perrault, Lorraine Tyler, Tom Wasow, Patrick Winston, and three
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on-line, They do this by eliminating the tranqformationaicomponent.
~&XVever, we show that on-line computation need not be associated with added
reaction time complexity. That is, we show that a parser that relates deep
structure to surface structure by transformational rules (or, more accurately,
by parsing rules tailored very closely after those of a transformational
model) can be made to comport with the relevant psycholinguistic data,
simply by varying assumption (I). In particular, we show that by embedding
TG in a parallel computational architecture-an
architecture that can be
justified as a reasonable one for language use --one can capture the sentence
processing complexity differences noted by DTC experimenter;.
Assumption (2) is also relevant to the evaluation of comperinggrammars
as theories of language use. First we show that Bresnan (1978) must relax
this assumption in order to make Extended Lexical Grammar compatible
with the psycholinguistic results. Secondly, we analyze Tyler and MarslenWilson’s (1977) and Tyler’s (1980) claim that their experiments show that
one cannot instantiate a TG in a model of parsing without vars,ing assumption (21. This is because they insist that their experiments support an ‘in&F
active model’ of parsmg that, they believe, is incompatible with the
‘Autonomy of Syntax ’ thesis. We show that the Autonomy Thesis bears no
relation to their ‘interactive model’. Therefore, adopting this model is no
barrier to the direct incorporation of a TG in a parser.
Moreover, we show why mt;>etingassumption (2), a conditior! that we dub
the ‘Type Transparency Hypothesis’, is not an absolute criterion for judging
the utility of a grammatical theory for the constructton of’ a theory uf
parsing. We claim that the grammar need not be viewed as providing a

parsing algorithm directly or transparently (assumption 2 above.). Mevertheless, we insist that the theory of grammar &ures centrally in the dc~clop
ment of a model of language use even tf Type Transparcmcy is weakened In
the ways that we suggest. Taken together, these considerations will be shown
to bear on the comparative evaluation oj’ candtdate parsing models that
incorporate transformational grammar, extended-lexical grammar, or the
Tyler and Marslen- Wilson propssals.

Generativelinguists have insisted that the grammarsthey construct should be
viewed as central components of psychological models of Iangu
One
could reasonably interpret their claim as saying that the grammarsproposed
by linguists are somehow ‘realized’ in adequate models of paming. This
insistence is motivated by the reasonableassumption that a speaker/hearer
should use the knowledge of his language (which linguists assume is
described by linguistic theory) when processing or producing sentences.
l

It has also frequently been proposed that grammatical models be realized
more or less dirmt!tp w parsing algorithms. Evidently we are to impose the
condition that the Is ea1 organization of rules and structures incorporated
in a grammar be mirrored rather exactly in the organization of the parsing
mechanism actually employed in sentence processing. We will call this the
condition of r~pe Tramparmy.
The Type Transparency Hypothesis makes
a much stronger claim than one that holds simply that knowledge of
e should guide the use of language: it claims that the principles
ed to describe the system of knowledge that makes up the language
faculty should also provide an adequate description of that system’s
implementation in language use.
There are clearly many ways that one could construe the Type Transparency &pothesis.
For instance, one could require an isomorphism
between rules and operations of the grantmw and the corresponding rules
and operations of the parser. Iz its most literal interpretation this would
mean that if a grammar proposes that sentence X is derived by using four
transformations, then the parsing mechanism must take four operations in the
analysis of X. This seems to be the position underlying work that falls under
the rubric of the Derivational Theory of Complexity (henceforth DTC). This
strict interpretation seems far too strong because weaker conditions are still
compatible with the requirement of ‘direct realization’. For instance, we
might insist that the parser merely preserve distinctions made in the grammar
(Le., allow a homomorphic mapping); then the parser would be free to make
additional distinctions. But the spirit of even this weakened condition still
requires that more complex derivations in the grammar map over into more
complex parsing operations in an order-preserving wa: ; a derivation that
takea tive steps in the grammar should take, say, seven or eight steps for the
parser. We could weaken the condition on homomorphism still further, as is
e mapping that Bresnan has in mind is one in
done in Bresnan (1978).
which the condition of
e Transparency is not taken to be a relation
between actual token rules of the grammar/parser pair. Rather, the distinctions between types o
mmstical rules must be preserved as distinctions

batwb2entypes of panl
Bmsnan bogins by observing that the failure of the CTC has convinced
many psyeholsgists that **... no model of language use that incorporates a
tlansformationalgrammar,or indeed any grammar,is reasonable” (Bresnan,
1938, page 2). By contrast, she claims that a psychologically realistic
grammar should be such that “we should be able to define for it explicit
realization mappine to psychological models of language use. These rules
should map distinct grammatical rules and units into distinct processing
operations and informational units in such a way that different rule types are
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associated with different processing functions. If distinct grammatical rules
were not distinguished in a psychological model under some realization
mapping.. . the grammar could not be said to represent the knowledge of the
language user in any psychologically interesting sense”’ (Bresnan, 1978,
page 3).
Bresnan claims that the value of this system lies in the fact that “theoretical linguistics has greatly advanced our understanding of the abstract structures of human languages. Under the conditions imposed, these advances
could be brought directly to bear on the experimental investigation of
human cognition” (Bresnan, 1978, p. 2).
Weakening the mapping between grammars and parsers still further, one
might stipulate that the character of the levels of representation (e.g., Deep
Structure, Surface Structure) must be tireserved (either isomorphically or
homomorphically) by the parser while the computational operations
involved in mapping between these levels would be allowed to vary freely
with respect to the rules postulated by linguists. In fact this is the position
that Fodor, Bever, and Garrett argued that we are led to if we want to base
our parser on a TG model.
Under any of these interpretations,
one could still say that the parser
operates so as to interpret or generate sentences of L in the manner of G, to
use Chomsky and Miller’s phrase (1963, page 399). l
This view contrasts rather sharply with that of Chomsky (1968) who in
principle allows d much weaker connection between grammar and parsing
algorithms:
. ..it is important to distinguish between the function and the properties of the
percept-x4 model ?M and the competence model G that it incorporates.. . Although
we may describe the grammar G as a system of processes and rules that apply in a
certain order to relate sound and meaning, we are not entitled to take this as a
description of the successive acts of a performance modei (Chomsky, 1968, page
117).

Quite simply, Chomsky’s position is that the grammar describes only what
knowledge a speaker/hearer has of language; it does not prescribe any one
particular parsing algorithm for how that knowledge is put to us<. Note however th;at both the Type Transparency and the Chomskyan approaches take
the grammar as at least specifying the function to be computed by a parsing
’ Motecwer, there are many positiclns intermediate between, on the one hand, absolute Tune
Transparency, and, on the other band, a weak form of association between grammarand parser w&c
the grammar spe&ies only the extension of the function that the parser computes. We will outline
some of these alternatives in Section IV.
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algorithm, that is, the grammar spells out which sentences input to the parser
are to be considered members of a given language L and provides structural
descriptions for these sentences.2 One goal for a theory of parsing should be
to investigate the range of algorithms (if any) that can compute this function.3 On either view, the speaker/hearer’s knowledge of lang,uage guides his
use of language, and at the broader the,oretical level, theories about the
system of linguistic knowledge (the grammar) guide the construction of
theories of parsing. This is so because both positions maintain that the
theory of parsing is constrained to choose among algorithms that are capable
of computing the function specified by the grammar.
The Type Transparency Hypothesis goes beyond Chclmsky’s position,
however, in that it claims that the principles and rule systems involved in
specifying the function mapping input strings to internal representations
should also specify (perhaps completely) t,he actual procedure or algorithm
used to compute that function. In one sense the intuitive appeal of this
stronger view is easy to understand. The demand for a direct relationship between the theoretical objects of grammar and those of parsing would seem
to allow experiments that tap into actual on-line processing to bear equally
directly on the choice of both grammars and parsers for natural language.4
For, if one can show that a principle assumed in a grammar G makes wrong
predictions when incorporated in a parsing model, then, by tlhe transparency
condition, one can use this evidence to show that both the grammar and the
‘The grammarfurnishes multiple structural descriptions in the case of sentences that are structurally
ambiguous, and (perhaps) incoinplete or no descriptions for those sentences that are non-members of
L. It even seems likely that a parser can successfully analyze ungrammatical sentences, so that structural descriptions of such sentences are available for further analysis so that judgments of grammaticality can be made.
3More carefully, these algdrithms compute the exfenslon of the function specified by the grammar.
The requirement that human parsing procedures be algorithmic may be inappropriate. Supposing now
that the human language faculty actually incorporates some sort of procedures that ‘p,arse’,it is not at
all obvious just why those procedures must be algorithmic, in the formal sense of the term. For
example, as Matthews (1979) has observed, one might be in full possession of knowledge of one’s
language (a grammar), and yet the parsing procedures might be unable to ‘see’ all the implications of
the grammar’s structure. As a case in point, consider Chomsky and Miller’s (1963) well-known
example of how a truncated-stack pushdown automation can carry out the rwles of a context-free
grammarup to a certain pcrilrtthat depends on the depth of center-embedding of input sentences; the
machine fails to carry out the rules of the grammarbeyond this point. Such a device is in full possession of the production rules of the grammar(it ‘kno\.rs*the language), yet it is urnableto make full use
of these rules in practice-it is not a complete dl’,cision procedure for recognizing the sentences
generated by the grammarbecause it fails on some ins antes.
I
4The claim that the grammar-parserrelationship a,ight
be exploited so as to bear on the theoretical
choice of gammars has been expressed, for example,,>y Brernan (1978, page 59): “But the grammatical realization problem can clarify and delimit the’ grammatical characterization problem. We can
narrow the class of possible theoretical solutions by subjecting them to experimental psychological
investigation as we?1as to linguistic investigation”.
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parser that incorporate this principle are inadequate. In short, invoking the
Type Transparency Hypothesis in a strict fashion seems to guarantee that the
‘external’ measurements in the psychologist’s current tool-kit will have much
to say about the selection of the right theory of grammar, opening up a
whole new domain of evidence bearing on the choice of an optimal linguistic
theory.5
This would be a welcome state of affairs, if true: additional sources of
evidence bearing on (underdetermined) scientific theories are always good
news. It is crucial then to investigate whether the imposition of the Type
Transparency Hypothesis can guarantee this promised connection between
psycholinguistic observables and grammar.
In section I of this paper we begin our investigation by examining two
proposals that have made crucial use of the Type Transparency Hypothesis
First we consider the Derivational Theory of Complexity (DTC), which
assumes the Type Transparency Hypothesis. Next, we consider the Extended
Lexical Theory as outlined in Bresnan (1978), a theory that was proposed
in part to remedy the inadequacies of the DTC. Both positions take as a
basic assumption the fact that rules (as opposed to structures) as they are
stated in TG are not realizable in any but the weakest of the senses defined
above? Assuming (as discussed above) that the Type Transparency Hypothesis acts as an a priori methodological principle, sanctioning only direct
mappings between grammars and parsers, it then follows that the legitimacy
of transformational grammar as a description of linguistic competence is also
undermined.
This argument has two flaws. First, in Section II of this paper we show
that these conclusions follow only when the Transparency Hypothesis is
conjoined with a particular view of human computational capacities. We will
show that we can provide a model for the type transparent realization of a
transformational grammar simply by embedding the grammar in an altemative parsing system. By an alternative parsing system we mean simply that
one can posit other measures of computational complexity that can be
embedded in a machine that incorporates these measures. (We outline one
such proposal that empk)ys the Parsifal parser of Marcus [ 19801). Thus,
invocation of the Type Transparency Hypothesis does not guarantee that
psycholinguistic results can choose between competing grammars. In short,

sWiller and Chomsky (1963, page 471):“... the psychological plausibility of a transformational
model of the language user would be strengthened, of course, if it could be shown that our detformance on tasks requiringan appreciation of the structure of transformed sentences is some function of
the nature, number, and complexity of thd grammaticaltransformations involsred.”
%ee Fodor, BeverandGarrett (1974, page 322)and Bresnan (1978, page 2).
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both transformational grammar and extended lexical grammar can be made
to meet a version of the Type Transparency Hypothesis, while retaining
compatibility with the relevant psycholinguistic evidence.
More broadly, this result shows that the evaluation of psycholinguistic
experiments is perhaps more complicated than has previously been tltought.
The proper evaluation of competing parsing procedures only makes ,;ense if
one can supply fwo things: (1) the procedures to be compared writterl in a
uniform language (an algorithmic language); (2) an underlying theory of
computational complexity, that is. a (possibly abstract)’ specification of a
machine (its architecture plus explicit costs for each primitive operation of
the machine), and how the procedures specified in the algorithmic language
‘execute’on that machine. In using psycholinguistic experiments to choose
between grammars it is not sufficient to present one parser (incorporating
some grammar) that can perform a certain task. Rather, one must justify
at least in a preliminary way both the grammar and the theory of human
computational capacity underlying the parser. More particularly, in order to
use psycholinguistic evidence to show that one grammar is more highly
valued than another one must provide an independently plausible theory of
computational capacity that yields the correct predictions for the experimental data most naturally when coupled with that particular theory of
grammar. We will see that none of this has been shown. We conclude that
current parsing evidence is neutral with respect to the choice between
candidate grammars for natural languages.’
Secondly these arguments arguing against TG are flawed in their assumption that adequate grammars must meet the Type Transparency Hypothesis.
We will claim that even if a transformational grammar could not meet this
condition this should not be construed as a decisive argument against the
grammar. As we will show in Sections III and IV, it is unwise to grant a
priori methodological preference to theories that comport with the Type
Transparency Hypothesis.
In Section III we deal with certain experimental work that graphically
illustrates the danger of taking the Type Transparency Hypothesis too
literally, that of Tyler azad Marslen-Wilson (1977) and Tyler (1980). This
work claims that psycholinguistic evidence shows that a model of language
use incorporating the Type Transparency Hypothesis precludes the direct
realization of a TG rs a parser.
We argue that this claim is fallacious. The logic of Tyler and Ma&hWilson’s argument must assume that a grammar adhering to the autonomy of
‘By ‘candidate grammar’ w.,- mean a grammar that is otherwise explanatorily adequate, i.e.,
adequate for providing solutions to other psychological problems, such as the acquisition of language.
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syntax thesis is compatible with one and only one derivational model (the
model of non-interacting components usually associated with the logical
organization of a TG). If one falsifies this derivational model then the
autonomy of syntax thesis is lik.ewise false. In other words, for Tyler and
Ma&en-Wilson’s argument to go through, they must show that the autonomy of syntax thesis is compatible only with a non-interactive model. In
contrast, we show that the autonomy of syntax thesis is consistent with
many processing models, and in particular it is even consistent with the
alternative parsing organization that Tyler and Marslen-Wilson propose.
Again we will see that parsing evidence is neutral with respect to the choice
between currently proposed grammars.
Section IV deals more directly with the notion of Type Transparency as a
theoretical principle. In this section we outline how a theory that does not
assume Type Transparency may still express the relationship between a
theory of knowledge of language and a ‘theory of language use. We will
present a formal way of stating this relaxation of transparency via a device
that has some currency in the study of parsers for programming languages,
the notion of a covwing grammar. Finally, we will suggest just why the
relaxation of Type Transparency may lead to more fruitful avenues of
research than a methodology that assumes the CIpriori reductionism inherent
in the Type Transparency Hypothesis.
1. The Derivational Theory of Complexity
We turn fvst to theories that assume the Type Transparency Hypothesis. The

classic (and perhaps simplest) view of a direct relationship between a theory
of grammar and a theory of parsing is embodied in the so-called ‘Derivational
Theory of Complexity’ [DTC]. First proposed by Chomsky and Miller
(1963), it was! later the subject of a flurry of psycholinguistic experimentation in the mid through late 60’s. (This work is summarized in Fodor et al.
[ 19741 and Levelt [ 19741.)
At the core of the DTC is a simple set of theses about parsmg, one about
what representation is constructed during a parse, and another about the
time cowse of the parse itself. The DTC makes the following claims:
(1) The so<alled StandardTheory (the theory outlined in Aspects of the Theoryof
Syntax) is the optimal theory of grammar.By the Type TransparencyHypothesis,
this means that sentences must be analyzed by a direct processinganalogueof the
StandardTheory. This analogueis specified as follows:
(2) When one parses a sentence one recoversboth the deep and surface structure
representationsof the input string of words. The surface structure is built up bp
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consufting the nhcase structunz4es of the grammar and matching them against the
input string. The deep structure is derived from the surface structure by applying
‘inverse transformations’, if any such are specified by the transformational grammar
to be involved in the mapping between the string’s deep and surface structure;
otherwise, the deep structure is just ‘read off the corresponding surface structure.
(3) The parser is organized so that each grammatical operation used to build either
the surface structure or deep structure has a corresponding parser action that can be
assigned a unit time cost. That is, in order to be counted as an ‘active’ component
of the computation, each grammatical operation must take a unit of time to
compute. A parser containing a grammar that maps between deep and surface structure by applying transformations would thus assign a unit cost to each one. Moreover, each such transformation is computed one at a time, i.e., serially. Thus the
total cost of constructing the deep and surface structures is simply the sum of the
total number of rules involved in the derivation of the sentence. Thus the relevant
measure of complexity here is taken to be reflected in the time required to
complete a parse.

Under the assumptions of the DTC a passive sentence would be expected
to cost one more unit of processing time than an active sentence, because
there would be an extra operation, the passive transformation, involved in
the mapping between deep and surface structure for passive sentences.*
This hypothesis was investigated experimentally, and early work (experiments by McMahon, 1963 [Reference
note 51; Gough. 1965 ; Savin and
Perchonoek, 1965) seemed to support it. However, later investigation
seemed to discontirm the DTC, with the final coffii nail being supplied in
the minds of many by Slobin (1966) and also Walker et al. (1968). Slobin
presented subjects with pictures of action scenes thak were described by
either passive or active sentences. Subjects were asked t:o verify whether the
supplied sentences truly described the corresponding pictures. Given the
DTC, pictures described with passive sentences should be: associated with
longer verification times, This is because it was assumed that the task
necessitated retrieving the deep structure level, and the passive sentences
required one more operation than the active ones to effect this retrieval.
However, this expected difference only showed up in the verification of
pictures described by reversible passive sentences, i.e., sentences such as
John was loved by Mary, where either argument Jc+hn ur Mary may be
reasonably interpreted as the Subject or Direct Object of the sentence. These
8Fodor, Bever and Garret, The Aycfro~ogy of Lmguage, page 229: “Further, the data suggest that
the transformations may produce a linearly add!tive complication of the s;timulussentences: for
example, sentences which involve both the negative and passive transformations appear to require a
time approximately equal to the sum of the average time required for negative or passive applied
separately.”
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sentences are to be contrasted with non-reversible passives, such as, The
cookies were smelled by John. Here, only the animate John can be interpreted as the Subject of the sentence because cookies are incapable of
smelling. The point of course is that since both reversible and non-reversible
passives have the same synfactic structure, any account of the complexity
difference between these two sentence types must be assigned to a different
component of the grammar. (Slobin suggested that this cost differential be

associated with a hypothesized semantic component.) These results
disconfirm the DTC, particularly when one compares reversible passive
sentences against active sentences. This is because according to the DTC both
reversible and non-reversible passives should take longer to compute
their active counterparts, because both involve the same number of
formations from deep to surface structure. These results have been
preted (see Fodor et al., 1974) as showing that the transformational

than
Qransinter-

component could not be contributing to the computational complexity of
sentence processing in these cases at all. Together with the assumption that
all grammatical rules actively involved in sentence processing must have an
associated unit cost, it follows that transformations are not ‘realized’ as
active components of this kind of parsing model.g
It should be pointed out that the validity of Slobin’s results has recently
been questioned. Forster (1976 [Reference
note 41; 1978) has noted that:
Furthermore, using other experimentaltechniques(the RSVP presentation,Forster
and Olbrei, 1973), reaction times for passiveswere found to be significantlylonger
than those for actives when subjectswere asked to decide whether sentenceswere
‘intelligibleand grammatical’.
If Forster is right then the correct parsing theory for English should

predict that passives are more complex than corresponding active sentences.
By the Type Transparency Hypothesis this complexity distinction should be
reflected in the grammar. Moreover, Forster and Olbrei’s experiments
showed TZOreversibility effects once sentences were controlled for another
variable, plausibility.
We take no stand as to whether Slobin’s results are valid or not. What
interests USis the assumption that the validity of these results constitutes a
barrier to the direct realization of a TG within a parsing model. We should be
dear that our definition of ‘direct realization’ entails a parser that posits (1)
levels of deep and surface structure (in the ST model) or annotated surface
structure and S-structure (in the EST model), as well as (2) an analogue to
the transformational component to map between these two levels,
9This was interpreted by some to mean that grammars could not be “psychologically real” See
C!homsky[ 1980,pp. i89-1971 for discussionshowingthe fallaciousness of this argument.
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Thus our position is to be contrasted with that of Fodor et al. (B 974) who
claim that results like Slobin’s show that “the grammar is probably not
concretely realized in a perceptual model” [ 1974, pp. 369-3701. By this
they mean that on-line sentence comprehension does not normally make use
of a transformational component. They contend that the parsing functions
previously attributed to transformations are in fact performed by ‘heuristic
strategies’. (See Fodor et al., 1974, pp. 356 ff.) The purpose of the heuristic
strategies is to reduce or eliminate the amount of on-line computation
involved in sentence comprehension. This was done because it was felt that
the extra computational effort involved in computing (or undoing) transformations made TG unsuitable as a computational mlodel of human
sentence processing; transformations would necessarily be correlated with
the time complexity of sentence processing, and these complexities were not
observed. lo
In Section 1.l we show that the assumption that extra computation must
necessarily be associated with added time complexity in experimental tasks
is also what underpins Bresnan’s (1978) critique of TG and guides the design
of a computational model associated with her alternative theory of grammar,
lexical functional grammar. In Section 2 we show why this assumption need
not hold. We do this by presenting a model that allows simultaneous
computation (relaxing DTC thesis 3 above), whiie directly reaiizing a TG in
the parsing mechanism.
--_.
lU~zBG recognized that their perceptual strategies make no contribution to a theory of language
acquisition. This commits one to the (perhaps strange) view that the knowledge speakers have of their
language (as specified by a grammar) is never used in language processing. I~ecognizing this possibility,
FBC Attempt
to show that grammars are somehow involved in parsing. Their first suggAion is that the
grammar could :~rvc;as a kind of ‘backup routine’ when parsing heuristics fail:
“That is, there exist some well formed sentences to which they [the heuristics xcblasw] will not
assign the correct structural descriptions. Such sentences must be recognized by resort to
‘brute force’ . , . problem-solving routines in which t!lc grammar is concretely employed... The
function of the grammar is to provide a library of information about the structure in a langu.age
and the function of some of the heuris;ms is to access the grammar” (01~. cit., pp. 370-371).
On this account there is stih no sense in which the parsing mechanism is a reflection of the grammar
rules. Rather, the grammar rules and parsing heuristics form two unrelated systams, an oddly
redundant state of affairs. It would seem preferable to assume that we could eliminare one of these
systems, that is, assume that there Is one system that governs (albeit in an indirect wayi both langu,age
use and language acquisition. FBG provide such an alternative when they suggest thbt the grammar
provides the functions that the parsing algorithms must compute (see the Introduction and Section IV
for a more complete discussion of this point):
“Recognition procedures can be constructed by a simple and general algorithm from grammars.. . The process of learning a (first) language involves internalizing the grammar and
applying this algorithm to construct the corresponding recognition procedure” (op. cit.. P.
371).
This alternative wih be discussed in the main body of the text. The point of course is that an
adequate psychological theory of language must contribute both to the theory of language learning
and to the theory of language use.
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1. I The Extended Lexical Theory
We have seen that Slobin’s refutation of DTC led to his rejection of transformational grammar as a ‘realized’ component of sentence processing.
Bresnan (1978) has also apparently taken these results to mean that the DTC
has been effectively refuted. However, rather than exploring alternative
methods of computational organization, Biesnan has opted for modifying
the grammar so that it is compatible with the parsing organization as
sketched in DTC thesis #3 above. *’
The Bresnan (1978) approach differs from transformational grammar in
essentially two ways. l2 First, Bresnan claims that no so-called Noun Phrase
movement transformationsr3 are part of the grammar or a model of sentence
processing. Bather, these transformational rules are reformulated as rules of
lexical-functional interpretation. In Bresnan (1978) it is asserted that one
way for these rules to be embedded in a parser is as precomputed templates
rather than as ‘active’ computations. This allows Bresnan to embed the
modified grammar (Extended Lexical Grammar, or ELG) in a parsing model
organized along the lines of DTC assumption #3 above. She claims that the
compatibility of this particular grammar-parser pair with results like Slobin’s
provides a strong reason for preferring the EL6 theory of grammar to a
transformational one.
In order to understand exactly how these claims about grammar interact
with those about parsing, it will be necessary to first outline the kind of
grammar that Bresnan envisions, and then sketch one way of realizing it in a
parsing model.
The main difference between transformational grammar and Extended
Lexical Grammar is the method by which these theories relate the thematic
argument structure of predicates to surface syntactic structure. Consider the
f0llowiie: three sentences:

“There are several other experiments that purportto Falsifythe DTC and undermine *lhepossibility
of dire&y reabing a TG in a parsing model. We treat them separately in Appendix 1 because we feel
that these experiments suggest minor modiFiiations in the DTC, but leave its mqjor thesas intact. They
thus provide M barrierto the direct realization of a TG in a parsing model.
rzWe should stress that the approach presented in the Bresnan (1978) paper has been rzcdified and
formali& in Bresnan [1982, Forthcoming] and Ko@n and Bresnan (199!). Although these more
recent formulations differ in detail from the earlier work, these differences are not relevant to the
issues discus& in this ~per. The 1978 paper provides a clear account of the purp0rte4differences
between tra4onuational grammarand extended lexical grammar, particularly in rqgud to proposed
madeb of human sewence process@.Therefore, we have chosen to focus on the 1978 work. For a
diin
of the computational
complexity properties of LFG (the successorof tie ELT theory) as
~atbed in Kaplanand BNZWII(19811, see Berwick(1981a) and Berwick 1198lh, Reference note).
‘%-g., Passive, so-c&M “Raisi& constructions, 7%eMnsertion, and the like.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
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John sang the Messiah.
What did John sing?
The Messiah was sung by John.

In these sentences ‘the Messiah’ is interpreted as the patient of the verb sing.
This fact is captured in transformational grammar by including a representational level of Deep Structure. In all three sentences, ‘the illessiuh’ will be in
the Direct Object position at this level of representation. l4 Transformations
are then postulated that map the Deep Structure representation into surface
syntactic structure.
ELT proposes to eliminate the Deep Structure level and the transformations for all the so-called Noun Phrase movement cases and derive fhema.tic
argument structure directly from the surface structure representation of a
sentence . I5 This is done by “defining a set of lexical-functional structures
that provide a direct mapping from the logicai structure of a verb int,o its
various syntactic contexts” (Bresnan, 1978, page 23).
Let us provide an example to make plain how this is done. In English,
positions in the phrase structure tree are associated with certain functional
roles. A functional role tells one the role that a given Noun Phrase plays in
the interpretation of the sentence, e.g., whether a Noun Phrase is to be interpreted as the Subject, Direct Object, etc. For example, noun phrases in the
following structural configurations (in English) receive the functional interpretations indicated below (from Bresnan, i 978, page 1’7):
NP, Subject

S
NP
NP2 Object VP
V- NP
NP, Prepositional
FP
P’\NP
Object
These configurations capture the fact that in English the Noun Phrase direct-,
ly dominated by S is interpreted as the Subject, the NP directly dominated
by VP is interpreted as the Direct Object, and so forth.
Returning now to example sentence (1) the ELT theory maintains that
the verb sing is entered into the lexicon with a functional representation
iike:
sing: NPr sing NP2 (to NPJ)
(4)
141n the Extended Standard Theory the Direct Object status of this phrase is also captured at the
level of Surface Structure through the mechanism of trace binding.
‘sTransformations (or, rather, their interpretive counterparts1 are rettirsed fior wh-movement V~Uthe
device of binding.
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This ‘template’ informs us that whatever NP fills the ‘NPr’ slot in the phrase
structure tree will act as the Subject, whatever NP is in the ‘NPZ’slot will be
the Direct Object, etc. The functional structure template is matched with the
phrase structure tree that corresponds to sentence ( 1). John is interpreted as
the Subject of this sentence because it is the NP dominated by S; likewise,
the Messiah gets dubbed the functional Direct Object because it is the NP
dominated by VP.
On the other hand, the mapping required to derive the correct thematic
interpretation of e.g., the passive counterpart of (1) differs from the one
needed for active sentences. The grammar must encode the fact that the
position associated with the surface grammatical subject is athematic, and
that the element in this position picks up the thematic role associated with
the Direct Object position.
In the case at hand, the obvious rule way to do this is by a rule like the
following (Bresnan, 1978, page 21):
Eliminate NPr . . .
Replace NP2 by NY1 . . .
To encode the athematicity of the Subject position, Bresnan suggests that we
bind a variable to this position. l6 The argument in this position in surface
structure is then no longer associated with the thematic role normally given
by thz ‘NP under S’ position (it has been de-thematized) and so has no
thematic role given to it. Thus following the rule above, this argument is
associated with the thematic role of the NP2 position.
So, The Messiah be + past sung by John is interpreted as (3 x [x be sung
the Messiah by John.] ), informing us that in sentence (3) the Noun Phrase in
the surface subject position is to be associated with the thematic role defined
by (interpreted as) the functional Direct Object of this verb.
How is this modified grammar to be embodied in a parsing model? To
ensure the most direct mapping, one could proceed in the following way: for
the passive case we would need evidence from the input string that the
‘typical’ interpretation is to be blocked. This trigger can be supplied by the
lexical entry associated with the form surlg. Then, we would force the right
non-canonical interpretation via the application of the lexical relation cited
above. This would mean in the case just mentioned that given the phrase
structure tree for the passive sentence above, we interpret the corresponding
16“But there is another way to establish a correspondence between the argument structure of a verb
and its syntactic context... For example, tke argument structure of evrtcan be converted from a twoplace relation into a one-place relation. A logical operation that has precisely this effect is the variable
binding operation of quantification” (Bresnan, 1978, p. 16).
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s)entence (3) by locating the NP directly dominated by S and removing any
functional arguments associated with this position. Then the element in the
TdPl position would actually be placed in the Direct Object position (the NP2
position), and would be thematically interpreted from that position.
But the theory-grammar pair as presented so far still does not square the
IZLT grammar with psycholinguistic result& like Slobin’s. (Still assuming now
that the lexical redundancy rule mentioned above is an active computation
performed by the parser.) This is because the interpretation of passive
sentences costs one unit of time more than their active counterparts-the
difference being exactly the processing cost of the lexical redunda:lcy
rule -and
thus one is still left with a model equivalent to the DTC transformational version with respect to Slobin’s timing results.
In order to make the model compatible with Slobin’s results one could
assume that the interpretation of the passive sentences is effected by
comparing the surface string to a functional structure template that is listed
in the lexicon as part of the entry of the corresponding verb just as ill the
active cases. (This is in fact the method that Bresnan (1978) suggests.) The
effect of the lexical redundancy rule (rather than the rule itself’) is encoded
into the form of the functional template associated with a passive verb. An
example may help make this clear. The functional template for the passive
verb form of sing is :
Be + sing:
(3 Y [Y SW NPI 00 NW1 )
As this sentence is parsed the same matching operation would be effected as
in the active case, but now the passive iexical form would be retrieved and
the Noun Phrase in the structural subject position would be placed in the
functional object position (as dictated by the template). This Noun Phrase
would then be interpreted as the Direct Object, as desired. Since the same
matching operation is involved in both the active and passive sentencenamely, the retrieval of lexical templates-then,
given the additional
assumptions of the processing model above, the prb,essing of active and
passive sentences will now take the same amount of time.”
In this model, the complexity distinction between reversible and nonreversible passives is not due to the relative complexity of retrieving the
lexical templates, Rather, it is suggested that in all passives it basically is
more difficult to give Noun Phrases in phrase structure trees their proper
functional interpretations. This is because one cannot provide a direct assignment between NPs in the phrase structure tree and argument positions in
“Note that for this prediction to go through we must also assume that lexical retrieval takes “unit”
time no matter how complex the passive form entry is relative to the active form entry.
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functional structure; some kind of additional manipulation is demanded.
Therefore, any extra cues that indicate which NP matches with which
argument position can potentially speed up comprehension. Non-rewsible
passives contain such cues by virtue of the fact that the verb’s selectional
restrictions (e.g., whether it takes an animate or irraminate subject) admit
only a single well-formed mapping between NP positions in the phrase struo
ture tree and functional structural positions. For example, in a sentence like
The cookies were smelled by John, once the verb smell is recognized, its
selectional restrictions become available to the parser. The parser can immediately conclude that the NPr in the phrase structure tree cannot be the
NPr of the functional structure, because only animate NPs may appear first
in the functional structure associated with smell
Finally it should be noted that in the extended lexical grammar both
actives and passives contrast with, e.g., wh-movement constructions in that
they are derived by lexical rules rather than by the transformations used to
derive sentences with wh movements. Therefore, the recognition of actives
and passives need not involve the same computations required to analyze wh
constructions. Thus Bresnan assumes a weaker version of the Type
Transparency Hypothesis: there is no one-to-one grammar-parser rule correspondence; there is, however, a type of grammatical rule-type
of parsing
computation correspondence. Since Bresnan (1978) treats wh-movement and
passives separately in the grammar, she is permitted to assign these two rules
to different processing components. In contrast, it is argued by implication
that since transformational grammar retains both these rules as transformations, it must parse them by the same type of algorithm. Therefore it is
claimed that ELT can capture similarities (between actives and passives) and
differences (between passives and wh movement) that TG cannot.
it is important to point out that this argument depends upon a particular
choice of computational organization. Given that the assumed parsing
organization is so crucial to the argument against TG, it is important to
investigate whether the same conclusions hold under alternative assumptions
about computational organization. In the next section we will show that by
allowing a rudimentary kind of parallel computation we can bring a transformationalIy-based parser into line with existing psycholinguistic reactiontime results. In particular we will claim that the passive morphology of the
verb can act as a local cue, telling the parser that a certain computation must
take pIace. (The computation is either movement or binding, depending on
whether the parser is based on the so-called Standard Theory or Extended
Standard Theory.) This computation can be effected concurr,ently with the
recognition and attachment of the verbal element, and thus need not require
any additional (externally measured) reaction-time.
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2. Alternative parsing models
2. I Alternatilre interpretations of the DTC
Let us assume that psycholinguistic results like Slubiii’s have in fact shown
us that the DTC must be somehow modified. R.ecall that the DTC consists of
three central theses, one about the type of grammar to be embodied as a
parser, the second a strong version of Type Transparency (i.e., that either
rule types or individual rules thenisti’*,4%
;s ~3 mapped directly to distinct
parsing operations),, and the third about the computational organization of
parsing itself,, To bring the DTC into line with experimental results, clearly
we could modify any or all of these three assumptions. Bresnan (1978) has
decided to alter only the first, adopting a different theory of grammar in lieu
of a transformational account.
In this section we will see that by holding the grammar constant and
varying the other two ‘parameters’ of the DTC, we can just as readily
accommodate Slobin’s psycholinguistic evidence. First we consider moditications to the computational organization of parsing.. Our basic approach will
be to introduce a slight amount of nonseriality (concurrent processing) into
the execution schedule of parsing rules. We will show how the crucial nonconcurrent processing can be triggered in the ‘passive cases’ upon recognition
of the predicate of a passive sentence and how this triggering can be
reasonably integrated into the machine architecture we have in mind.
We shall illustrate the impact of this non-serial processing by exhibiting
parsing models for two transformational theories, the Standard Theo. ’ (see
Aspects of the Theory of Syntax [Chomsky, 1965! 1, and the newer
Extended Standard Theory (see Chomsky [ 19761). Thus modified, both
models will prove to be compatible with the DTC timing results.
2.2 A parsing model for the Standard Theory
For the purposes of constructing a parsing model, we need only the briefest
review of the key premises of the Standard Theory (ST). Crucial to ST is the
assumption that there is one level of linguistic representation relevant to
plronetic interpretation, and one to semantic interpretation. Phonetic interpretation is ‘read off the surface structure of a sentence, while semantic
interpretation is determined by the deep structure configuration. However,
even though the theory specifies that two representations must be recovered
from the input string, it does not specify in what order they must be
recovered. Deep structure may be ‘computed’ after the entire surface structure tree is built, or, more to the point here, it may be built in parallel with
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the on-going construction of the surface structure tree. It is this latter
alternative that we shall adopt here. Thus the sket’?h we have in mind for the
computational organization of parsing is the following:
sentence
PARSING
Recovery of
Recovery of
Deep structure (vi6 application of
Surface structure
transformational rules)
In the following discussion we wiU incorporate this irlea in a parser designed
by Marcus (1980); the reader is referred to that source for details. We adopt
this parser merely to be concrete; the concurrency scheme to be sketched is
compatible with any number of parsing models. Further, the discussion in
this section will require only an informal characterization of the parser we
have in mind. For the purpose of understanding the discussion below, all
that is important is that a Marcus-style parser operates by making decisions
based upon two sources of information: (1) An ability to examine features
of (i) the parse tree node currently under construction plus (ii) the features
of a Noun Phrase or Sentence Phrase (cyclic node) immediately higher in the
parse tree; this information is clearly useful in determining what the parse
tree already built looks like, and hence what should be built next. (2) An
ability to look at features of items in the input stream not yet attached to
the parse tree, up to a limit, almost always, of three items (though this last
constraint can be relaxed in some circumstances to admit a ‘look-ahead’ of
five items). Together, predicates defmed over (1) and (2) are used to determine the parser’s next move. Clearly, the evidence the parser uses is of a
strictly focal, though abstract, sort, amounting to the examination oii the
features of nodes and input tokens in the ‘immediate vicinity’ of the parser’s
activity.” At any given step in a parse the Marcus parser can access the
contents of fwe ‘cells’ in order to decide what to do next-two
for the
nodes corresponding to partially or completely analyzed phrases that will
become part of the parse tree and three for the look-ahead. Crucially, we will
assumethat access to eachof thesefive cellstakes on/y constant time. Thus,
the contents of these cells may be retrieved, examined, or modified, all in
constant time.” Finally, we should stress that we are not interested in
1%40reov~, since the number of features that a node like a Noun Phrasemight have is by assumption
fmite, the total amount of information the parser has available at any given step in order to decide
IY!@to do next is also finite.
lgNote that whether this computational abiity is in fict available for human sentence processing is
an empirical matter, and indeed the difficulty in verifying this (or any) specific computational
oqa&&ion is one of the mdor problems that we feel severely weakens the explanatory power of the
TransparencyHypothesis.
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justifying all the details of the Marcus parser; rathef, we are interested in
showing that by assuming different machine architectures we can radically
alter what a particular grammar-parser pair predicts vis-A-vis reaction time
and other measures of complexity.
Parsing an active sentence in this model is straightforward. Words e:Ttsr
the input stream (three 3t a time under most circumstances).20 The surface
structure and deep structure trees are built in parallel, elements in the input
stream being placed simultaneously in their proper positions in each one.
First the Subject Noun Phrase is assembled and then it is attached to the S
node. Next, the Verb Phrase is assembled and attached. A sentence like,
(4)

The girl kissed the boy.

would be parsed in roughly six steps of the parser: two steps to assemble the
NP and one to attach it to the S, and two to assemble theVP and one more
to attach it to the S. 21 In a simple active sentence, the deep structure tree
will be isomorphic with the surface structure tree. Moreover, let us assume
that recognition of the predicate of a sentence also entails the retrieval of its
subcategorization and selectional frames (see Marcus [ 19801 for one way
that this proposal may be carried out in detail). For our purposes we may
assume that this information is available at any level (but see Chomsky
[ 19811 for arguments that it must be available at all levels). Support for this
assumption comes from the fact that experiments thought to tap on-line
processing reveal significant complexity differences between the comprehension of ‘anomalous’ and fully well-formed sentences. In many cases, these
two classes of sentences are distinguished solely by the property that the
‘anomalous’ cases fail to meet a predicate’s thematic or selectional restrictions.
We now turn to a mechanism for analyzing passive sentences. Recall that
the approach in Rresnan (1978) claims that the analysis of passive andi active
structures both involve lexical lookup. The fact that complexity increases are
20The left-right seriality of the order in which words enter the input stream is what allows us to
mimic the left-right seriality of speech. It should be noted however t’hat other components of the
parser need not operate in this serial manner (though they certainly must wait upon the process that
reads words into the input buffer); that is, in principle the machine computations on the input string
may be effected in several different ways (for example, rules can operate in parallel over the items in
the input bufier).
21The story is actually a little more complicated than this because of the way in which Parsifal
actually assembles complete phrases. To construct a phrase, the parser fiid creates a category label in
its active memory (like an ‘NP’). Then it attaches elements !a that category (like the Determiner and
Head Noun), until the entire phrase is built. Next it drops the entire category (now with attached subconstituents) into the input stream. Finally, it re-attaches the comple:ely assembled phrase tlo the tree.
We have shortened the exposition in the text because these details do not affect the relative complexities of the relevant examples.
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found only in reversible passives is taken to be a function of the greater
complexity in assigning the proper functional roles to NPs in the phrase
structure representation of a sentence. This complexity is compensated for
in non-reversible passives by the extra cues that non-reversibihty provides to
guide the NP-functiona; role mapping.
We wi2 adapt this approach to a computational model based on TG. In
particular, by using a modest amount of parallel processing (whereby two
parsing actions can take place simultaneously) we will show that the analysis
of passive structures (in particular, the recognition that there is an unfilled
postverbal position that must be filled by an argument from another position
in the surface string) takes the same amount of time as the recognition of
corresponding active structures. This model can then be easily modified to
incorporate devices that make the process of finding the proper NP more
difficult than in the active case (the resolution is by actual movement in the
Standard Theory or binding in EST). As ,m the Bre~nan (1975) model, we
will make use of selectional restrictions to drive a camplexity wedge between
the reversible and non-reversible passives.
Recall then that in the Marcus parser items in the input stream can be seen
three to five at a time, by reading them into an input buffer. In almost all
cases, this will allow parser rules simultaneous access to the Subject,
Auxilimy verb, and verbal material of the predicate. To take a concrete,
example, consider the following sentences:
(5)
(6)
(7)

The eggplant was kissed.
The boy was kissed.
The girl kissed Fred.

During the parse of the first sentence, the _parser’s input buffer will first be
filed with items as follows:
lthel eggplant1 was Ikissed
Recall also that we have assumed that recognition of the verb entails recognition of its subcategorization and selectional frames. This approach assumes
that nouns can be interpreted in terms of their features by the Marcus parser
(although leaving open the question of just how these features are to be
represented). 22 In this case, the actual representation in the input buffer
would be:
itheleggplant - Animate1 was lkiss + ed[Subject +
animate -Object
22Thisis in fact what Marcusassumed.

I I [ -NP]
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There is a mismatch between the selectional demand of the verb for a
+Artirnate Subject and the -Anima!te features of eggplant. Assume that this
mismatch signals to the parser that the first NP is an unlikely candidate for
the Subject position at Deep Structure. Thus, although the NP the eggphr
can be built and attached to the Subject position of the Surface Structure
tree that the parser is constructing, we can assume that a copy is left in the
input stream for subsequent movement to a position that allows elements
with its particular selectional features. So far then the construction of the
Surface Structure tree will have required one more step than the construction of the corresponding Deep Structure tree (namely, the attachment of
the Subject NP to the S node).
Next, just as in the active case, the parser assembles the VP by joining Au:<
and V nodes together. Crucially however, we assume that as it builds the VI?
it can recognize from morphological evidence (the be--V + en pattern) that
the predicate is a passive participle. The parser then simultaneously (1) labels
the predicate [+passivel and (2) attaches the V to the VP node under
construction. Next, the passive morphology (as encoded by the feature
+passive) signals the parser that the predicate must have a post-verbal NP at
tile Deep Structure level, and so the parser moves the NP previously
unattached at the Deep Structure level into post-verbal position in the Deep
Structure tree. The reader mi;;y verify that this parse of a non-reversible
passive takes exactly the same number of steps as the parse of a corresponding active sentence, precisely the Slobin result.
In the case of reversible passives there are no corresponding selectional
cues to tell the parser to retain the surface subject NP in the input stream of
the Deep Structure analysis. Therefore this NP will be attached blindly to
the Deep Structure tree just as in the active case. Then, the recognition of
the passive morphology when the Aux and V nodes are assembled signals
that this NP must now be retrieved and then inserted. in proper post-verbal
position in the Deep Structure tree, as before. It is this extra retrieval step
that constitutes the extra complexity of the reversible passive analysis.*”
23d~@could eastiymodify the procedure just outlined to accomodate the Forster and Qlbrei (1973)

results, should they turn out to be a more valid account of active/passive complexity differences than
the Slobin experiments. Recall that Forster anri Olbrei observed that al2 passives take significantly

longer to parse than their active sentence counterparts. Further, Slobin’s reversibility eff As were not
found.
One could handle a lack of reversibility effects by anuming that subcategorkation information is
available to the syntactic processor, but not selectional information. (This idea was first proposed in
Chomsky (19651.) Then, in the ST model, both reversible and non-reversible passives would retain
NPs in surface subject position of the Deep Structure representation, and later movement to postverbal position could cause extra complexity. rXm&dy, in an EST model, neither reversiblenor nonreversible passives would be marked with a binding index, and SOfinding the right antecedent would
take roughly the same amount of ext., thne in either case.
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The key property of the so-called passive rule that permits us to achieve
this speedup by concurrent processing is that passive expresses a local
dependency. That is, once the passive morphology has been detected, the
parser need ‘search’ only a bounded distance (in terms of phrases) back from
the verb to locate the displaced Object. In other words, the passive rule can
be expressed in terms of the local, five-cell ‘vocabulary’ of the parser’s
transition function, and items in the current cyclic clause that is part of the
parser’s active memory. Since access to any of the five cells within the
parser’s purview is presumed to require constant time, given a strict
sequential execution the total time for the verb attachment and object
relocation associated with a passive would be at most some multiple of the
primitive execution time of parsing operations, say, three operations versus
one for the active form. (one to attach the verb; one to locate the NP under
the S; one to attach the NP under S as the Object). This multiple cost is
‘recoded’ into a unit cost by assuming the simultaneous attachment of the
verb and the (pseudo) movement of the true Object NP.24
More generally, such a result demonstrates that external, real-world time
(that measured by the experimenter) need not bear any simple relationship
to algorithmic iime (the number of steps used by some procedure under
some simple model of computation, like a Turing Machine). In fact, as we
discuss in Section 2.4, the time observed via reaction time probes may be
more closely related to parallel time, which corresponds (perhaps counterintuitively) more closely to the space that a seria2 Turing Machine uses.
We may contrast a bounded rule like passive with a rule of grammar that
operates over seemingly unbounded domains such as wh movement. If the
‘speedup’ analysis is accurate, then our inability to apply local recoding to
a rule like wh movement should imply that the processing of wh movement
sentences shou1.d take longer and longer amounts of time as the distance
between the displaced wh clause and its underlying position grows. In fact,
this complexity distinction between local and unbounded dependencies is
just that suggested by the ELT theory of Bresnan (1978). ELT proposes to
eliminate as transformations precisely those rules that are expressible as local
dependencies (passive, there-insertion, so-called raising, and the like),
retaining only ‘unbounded’ rules like wh-movement. Intriguingly, just those
rules alleged to be ‘not realistically captured’ by TG are amenable to local
*Another way to look at this effect is that it is technically much like the linear speedup theorem of
automata theory: by recording two unit operations as one, we can ‘speedup’ any computation taking
time cs to one takb~ (I+ E)X, simply by expanding the instructional repertoire of the underlying
machine to indudeall
ftite combinations of actions composed of previously primitive elements. (E.g.,
ti) Attach and Iii9 kafe becomes a single Rttuch & locate operation.)
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analysis, hence concurrent speedup in certain parsing models. Thus, the ‘nonrealit:y’ of these rules can be attributed to particular assumptions about the
organization of processing, rather than any failure in pr!nciple of TG.
2.3 A parsing model for the Extended Standard Theory
Like the ST, the Extended Standard Theory (EST) is a model incorporating
both a deep and surface structure and a transformational mapping between
these Ze.vels.However, in contrast to the ST, EST holds that both phonetic
and ser:lantic interpretations can be read off a single representation, namely,
Annotated Surface Structure (S-Structure). In ST, the only way to recover
the thematic relations of a given Noun Phrase (e.g., John in John was kissed)
is to recover the deep structure. This is because the information that John
functions as the Object of the predicate be kissed is only accessible at the
level of deep structure. In an EST framework, when a category is moved it
leaves behind a structural residue, a trace, in the position from which it
originated.
The work a parser must do is, of course, just the reverse of this: it must
‘undo’ the effects of movement by determining where: traces are in the input
stream (sometimes a non-trivial task, since traces have no phonetic content),
linking displaced constituents to the traces in the appropriate way. Such a
parser starts with the representation of a sentence in phonetic form (PF) and
derives an Annotated Surface Structure (S-structure) representation. The Sstructure then provides an initial format for semantic interpretation,
whatever that may be.
F.larcus’ parser builds a close variant of the EST Annotated Surface Structure and so provides a ready-made format in which to illustrate the potential
for concurrent processing. Specifically, wherever a trace is required in the
parse tree, the Marcus parser creates and attaches a (Noun Phrase) node
labelled trace, co-indexing the trace to the constituent to which it corrcsponds. For instance, the output representation for the passive sentence,
John was kissed 6y Mary would look like,
[[JohnlNp,[[was kissed1 [trace]

NP~]].

If a based-generated active form has no movement rules applied (hence no
traces), its analysis via the Marcus EST parser will proceed just as in the
parsing version of the ST model; the annotated surface structure tree will
look just like the surface structure tree built by the ST parser. Likewise, the
EST parse of the passive sentence John was kissed b_v Mary parallels the
construction of the ST surface structure tree up to the point after the passive
verb morphology was sung is detected in the input stream and labelled as
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pus&e. Then, instead of next attaching the verb form and locating and
moving the Noun Phrase John as in the ST analysis, we shall assume that the
parser attaches the verb and simultaneously places a dummy element, a coindexed truce, into the input stream:
Representation in the input stream: JNP-trace11by IMaryl
Crucially, the NP now in the input stream (the trace) will be syntactically analyzed just as if it were a true lexical NP-i.e.,
as if it were any
ordinary Noun Phrase like ‘John’ or ‘Mary’. As a result, it will be attached in
the next step as the syntactic object of the verb. The remainder of the parse
proceeds as in the ST model: the by phrase is parsed and attached to the
annotated surface structure tree, as required.
Reversibility effects are relegated to the binding component in the EST
model. Just as before, in non-reversible passives one can claim that the
mismatch of selectional features triggers an annotation of the surface subject
NP with an index indicating to the parser that this NP must be bound to an
element somewhere else in the input string. Let us also assume that this
binding feature ‘percolates’ to the S node. Then, when a trace is ultimately
to be dropped into the buffer, its binding can immediutefy be established.
In contrast, in a reversible passive case the surface subject NP has no
selectional feature to trigger the binding annotation. After the trace is
dropped back into the input buffer, the parser will have to search back
through a portion of the already-constructed tree structure to find an NP to
serve as the proper antecedent of the trace. This search may be assumed to
be what adds to the observed reaction time complexity associated with
reversible passives.
2.4 Two views ofcognitive capacity
Let us summarize what has been discussed so far. The DTC consists of a
conjunct of three hypotheses: (1) a certain type of grammar (e.g., a transformational grammar); (2) a transparent relation between grammatical and
processing operations (e.g., grammatical rule types and operations mirrored
by parsing operations) and (3) a certain computational organization of
parsing. As a result, there are at least three ways in which one could modify
the grammar-p,arser relation in order to accomodate the DTC results. First,
one might retain transformational grammar and relax the strict type-type
correspondance between grammar and processing units. This possibility will
be further discussed in Section Four. Second, one could leave the theory of
grammar moreor-less untouched and make the parser give way, changing
initial assumptions about available computational power; this was the
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approach taken above. Surprisingly straightforward modifications suffice to
accomodate the parser to the reaction time data. One simply assumes that
the parser is able to perform a (small) finite number of grammatical operations simultaneously, rather than just one at a time, and a rule like passive
‘costs’ roughly the same as any other (bounded) rule.25 (In the ,case of the
Extended Standard Theory, this parallelism amounts to being able to carry
out two grammar rule ‘actions* as the same time. It does not hinge upon
there being two separate structural descriptions i.e., cencurrently constructed deep and surface structures.)
Note, however, that the concurrency model does not necessarily imply
that a multi-component (simultaneous) operation like ‘passive’ takes 110
computational effort. 26The associated operations are more complex, but the
difference in complexity is not measured in terms of time, but rather in
terms of the extra ‘hardware’ that is engaged to effect the computation. By
expanding the computational power of the processor, increasing the amount
of work we can get done per unit of externally measured time, we can make
a once time intensive computation less so. Crucially, in the case of passive we
need not expand computational power in an unlimited way: we have
assumed only that one can now perform a (small) finite number of operations per unit time instead of just one. This is a quite modest use of the
computational power of parallelism; as we shall observe below, the general
use of parallel machinery admits much broader variation in the apparent
time complexity of computations than this.27
2sThis definition of concurrent computation should not be confused with others that are current in
the psycholinguistic literature. For example, Cooper and Cooper (1980) raise the issue of ‘parallel
computation’. But for them “in parallel’ means that parsing is not strictly topdown, i.e., that one can
build a clause and the dependent of a clause simultaneously. The Marcus parser is in fact not strictly
topdown in this sense. Whether the Marcusparser actually parses topdown is a separate issue from
whether it can compute two levels of representation concurrently (the sense of ‘parallel’ that is
exploited in the model above!. These different interpretations lead to some difficulty in interpreting
experiments purporting to show that people can or cannot compute ‘in parallel’;we discuss this matter
later on in this section.
26We have chosen the case of passive for concreteness but the same logic applies to the realization of
many other rules investigated under the rubricof ‘DTC experiments’.
271t has been suggested to us by Bresnan (personal communication) that certain ‘feeding relationships’ between the NP movement rules will cause problems for the speed-up procedure &rvggested
above. The problems occur, for example, when the passive interacts with dative or when there are interactions between rkre-insertion or any of the other NP movement rules within in a single cycle. A
relevant case is the following: John was given II book.
The problem is, in our terms, that once we
reinsert the trace of ‘John’ in its immediate post-verbal position, we still must represent the fact that
it is in a dative structure. We agree that this rn$rf cause problems, if we were to interpret the dative as
an active computation, because in this case we would have to wait until we undid :rhepassivebefore
we could undo the dative, thus adding time complexity. This assumes that the parsermust mimic the
operations of a transformational grammar in a one-for-one fashion. This is not the only posl%W’:
(continued
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Third, and in contrast to the parser-modification approach, one could
proceed as in Bresnan (1978): fix a particular view of human computational
abilities, and then modify the grammar so as to comply with the psycholinguistic evidence. Instead of assuming deeper computational power, this
approach removes supposedly costly operations such as passive from ‘active
processing and replaces them with the retrieval of lexical forms. These
‘forms’ can be thought of as reproducing the effect of rules like passive:
instead of having a single lexical entry fiBreach passivizing verb plus a single
passive rule to generate (or recognize, if we are parsing) corresponding
passive lexical forms, Bresnan (1978) substitutes two separate lexical forms
for each verb.28 Thus the effect of the passive rule is ‘precomputed’ by
expanding the rule over all verbs in the lexicon before any sentence is
processed. Implicit in this view is the assumption that it is easier to look up a
pre-computed result than to compute it using some rule, in short, that
memory storage is large and retrieval is fast (nearly costless):
however. For example, one can imagine a system in which rules of ‘passive’ and ‘dative’ are acquired
separately, and yet can be combined by a mechanical procedure to yield possible interactions: these
interactions are then ‘sped-up’ to unit time complexity. Note that now the parser will make finer
distinctions than the grammar, namely, it will have a rule of ‘passive-dative’. There would be no such
rule in the basic system of knowledge that is ucquiied, however. In this particular case, how language
is put to use would be a refmement of ‘knowledge of ‘ianpuage’.
However, the principles of TG, or at least recent versions of TGbascd theory, lead one to the
conclusion that the dative is in fact to be treated as a lexical rule. The first empirical argument in a TG
framework to this effect is to be found in Oehrle (1975). Moreover, unlike passive, a transformational
dative rule would violate most otherwise well-motivated principles that govern the class of transformational rules as a whole. For example, another set of arguments that would rule out a transformational
treatment for the dative in English may be found in Fresher and Hornstein (1979). Dresher and
Homstein motivate the ‘trace erasure principle’, that states, ‘only designated NP elements [like “it”
“there”, rcb/asw] can erase traces’. A dative rule would, of course, violate this principle. (The t,race
erasure principle is subsumed in the more recent Government-Binding Theory [C’homsky 19811 by
the so-&led theta criterion and the Projection Principle and so tbr transformational treatment is ruled
out by this theory as well). The point is that since passive and dative must be distinguished by the
principles of a TGbased grammar, we are free to treat the dative as J, lexical template while treating
the passive as an active computation. We think that the other relevant rule, f&e-insertion, will also
not cause problems because here the parser has an overt cue (the designated element there)to tell it
to expect to find a displaced NP category in the upcoming input stream. See Weinberg, 1979
(Reference note 6).
2*As far as we can tell, this also holds true of the theory espoused in Kaplan and Bresnan (1981):
there is one Iexical entry for the active form of a verb and one lexical entry for the passive form. It is
quite eesy to show that in this case the recognition time complexity for some ELT languages must still
be so hard that there is (at present) no known (serial Turing machine) algorithm for recognition that
runs in timethatis Iem3
thanexponential in the length of input sentence lengths, further, it is highly
unwreb that there is a polynomial-time algorithm for recognizing such languages (see Berwick, 19814,
I981fs [Reference note I] ). Interestingly enough, a modestly-restricted ST theory can also be shown
to generate tanguageS that are recognizable in exponential time (Rounds, 1975). It should alsu be
pointed out that the Kaplan and Bresnan (1981) mstrictions already go far beyond those proposed by
Rounds. It remains to be seen what the recognition time complexity is for a comparably restricted
trimsformatIonaItheory.
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Finally, I assume that it is easier for us to look sow i :Ling up than it is to compute
it. It does in fact appear that our lexical capacity-the
long-term capability to
remember lexical information-is
very large (Bresnan,1978page 14).

The underlying assumption here -that
memory capacity far exceeds
computational capacity -is what leads directly to a theory of parsing that
attempts to maximize the engagement of memory resources relative to those
of computational operations.
We thus have two divergent views on human cognitive capacity as it is
employed in sentence processing. On the one hand, the parser-modification
approach suggests that the real-time computational power of the language
faculty is possibly quite deep, and that significant resources are available to
effect rapid calculations for parsing. On the other hand, the Bresnan (1978)
proposal implies that what can be rapidly computed is quite limited, and
that therefore one must re!y on previously stored ‘remembrances of words
past’. These two views seem to be empirically indistinguishable, at least for
the restricted domain of psycholinguistic result3 for which any comparisons
are available. We might, however, uncover other empirical reasons for
choosing one approach over the other. For instance, the amount of parallel
computation required might be beyond any reasonable upper bound on
human computational ca.pacity.
However, this possibility is probably unfounded, for two reasons. First of
all, if one pursues the notion of parallel computation, one can show that the
resources required for the modest parallelism described in the previous
section are physically feasible. Second, if one looks at ot.her cognitive
domains where rapid prol:essing is at a premium and where we have some
hard knowledge about the associated neural ‘implementation’-notably,
early visual processing (though there are other examples)-we
fiid that the
neural hardware involved actua:lly implements parallel computational power
far beyond that required for syntactic analysis.2g We should of course be
“For studies of early visual processing, see the work of Crimson and Marr(1’9796, Marrand Hildreth
(1980), Marrand Poggio (1977, 19781, Ricl3er and Ullman (198OJ, Wlman (1979) and many others.
It now seems reasonable to suppose that tk.3 (primate) nervous system’s computational solution to
such problems as finding the edgcs of objects, detecting motion, and matching points from left and
right retinal images so as to obtain a fused stereo image (and hence depth information) all involve a
rich, highly parallel network of nerve cells that is inter-connected in a quite specific fashion to
compute exactly those functions demanded of it according to the theoretical amount.
For examples of ‘memory driven’ motor control computation, see Horn and Raibert (1378). For
recent proposalsthat show how changes in representational format may eliminate the need for
memory driven motor control, see Armstrong (19791, Luh et al. (1979) and Silver (1981).
Interestingly then, the history of scientific investigation In two domains-early visual Process*
and motor control-has been roughly the same. In each case, the very first computational accounts
(continued overleaf)
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extremely cautious about generalizing these findings across cognitive
domains; the computational problems the visual system solves presumably
do not inculde syntactic analysis of the sort required by the language
faculty. But we can conclude from an examination of the powerful hardware
in the visual system that such computational power is available at least in
principle to the language faculty.30
Let us attempt then to make precise some of the notions of ‘depth of
processing’ and ‘parallelism’ that we considered informally in the previous
section. First of all, neither notion makes much sense without some
reference model of computation. Otherwise, we cannot properly compare
the resource use of one procedure relative to another. Given the central role
of a model of computation in the evaluation of procedures with respect to
their resource use, it is not surprising that much effort has gone into showing
that resource evaluation is relatively invariant under large shifts in reference
models. For example, one can show that the number of steps (=‘time’) that
a procedure takes on a Turing Machine is within a small polynomial factor of
the number of steps the procedure would take on a much more ‘realistic’
model of a modem computer, a Random Access Machine (RAM).31 This
means that the Turing Machine model, idealized as it may seem, is just as
‘realistic’ as the Random Access Machine model for the purposes of evaluating time complexity -if the evaluation ranking stays the same under small
polynomial variation.
It would seem then that the choice of a reference computational model
for the purposes of cognitive investigation could depend o:n at least two
factors: (1) known invariance results: Does it matter what model we pick,
or does the evaluation ranking stay fixed across models? (2) empirical
considerations: Does the range of models considered cover the possibilities
of how a particular human competence should be ‘realized’ involved a reiktnce on looking up ‘pmcomputed’ answers, remembering past visual, auditory, or motor control ‘templates’. In each case,
‘look up the answex’ theories are now in competition with theories that assume a richer computational
power, often schemes that are more closely tailored to the particulardomain under investigation. We
would not be surprised if the investigation of syntactic processing turns out to recapitulate this
history. However, it remains an open question as to whether memory-intensive or computationahyintensive methods are used in linguistic processing; one’s initial guess is that both methods are used.
soNote that we are not saying that the trade-off between huge-scale memory storage uers1(srapid,
tip computation has been settled against memory retrieval and in favor of “deeper’computation;
rather, we intend to point out that there is a trade-off to be made, and that memory retrieval is not
MS
the answer to the need for ‘real time’ computation of a d,;fficult problem. We have simply
shown that nefzk~ method can be dismissed o prlorf; both provide a reasonable architecture to
umkpin models of language use.
In paming, we should point out that it is somewhat confusing to distinguish memory retrievalfrom
‘active’ computations, as if memory retrievaldid not itself involve computation of some sort.
“This is a &andard
result;SW,e.g., Machtey and Young (1978).
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for the human cognitive system under study? It is by no means obvious that
the ‘right’ underlying model of the computation underlying cognitive
systems should be the ‘usual’ serial Turing machine or even a Random Access
Machine. More ‘exotic’ models, such as the parallel scheme described earlier,
are also candidates.
It is, of course, widely known (or suspected) by psychologists that the
introduction of ‘parallel computation’ might radically alter one’s view of
what is or is not easy to compute; it is an informal aphorism that parallelism
naturally allows one to compute faster. For example, consiLr a recent series
of articles debating the possibility of finding evidence to distinguish between
propositional and imagistic theories of mental representation (Anderson,
1978, 1979; Haye.s-Roth, 1979; Pylyshyn, 1979). In his reply, Anderson
rebuts the point that the propositional mimicry of an image might take
exponential time (and hence perhaps be distinguishable from an imagist
theory on the grounds of a detectable increase in externally measured
processing time) by invoking parallel machinery: he cites a result catalogued
by Meyer and Shamos ( 1977)32 showing that a simple model of parallel
computation, a Boolean circuit network of and and or gates allows one to
enormously speed-up computations that take exponential amounts of time
by expanding the number of primitive operations that can take place
simultaneously. This result is a familiar story to computer scientists: by
expanding the amount of hardware or space allowed, one can often reduce
the amount of time it takes to compute a given function. But we 20 not have
in mind this standard (and straightforward) demonstration of the interchangeability of time and space resources. What is apparently less well
known are the following two results. First, th;: standard theorems adduced
to demonstrate the power of parallel speedup bold cnly if one posits computational circuitry that is not necessarily physically realizableB3 Second,
notwithstanding the difficulty of translating mathematical results to the
reai world, a similar kind of radical exchange cf time fog space daes still hold
for models that assume physically constructible par&z1 dc:G~s (in fact, for
all such reasonable parallel models that have so far been proposed).
In a network model of and and or gates, parallelism is captured by being
able to perform any finite number of gate operations (ands and ors) at any
single step. This formalizes the sense of ‘doing more than one thing at a time’
that we talked about ifnformally in the previous section. The total time
(number of steps) that the computation will take is clearly equal to the
j2Based on work by Borodin (1977), Pratt and Stockmeyer (1976) and others.
%hese are chiefly assumptions that one is able to expand the requiredhardware and its associated
wiring arbitrarily,or, perhaps, manipulate in parallel vectors of numbers of arbitrarylength.
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length of the longest path in the circuit from input to output; this is the
Depth of the circuit. Depth is one natural complexity measure of the
computational work done by a circuit, one that corresponds to a measure of
parallel time. We can also measure the complexity of a circuit by the amount
of gates-required
to construct it. By convention
of ‘hardware’ -number
this is called the Size of the circuit.
These two measures- circuit depth (parallel time) and circuit size
(amount of hardware)- relate in an obvious way to the methods we used to
speed up parsing time at the expense of increased parallelism. For instance,
recall the demonstration tha.t the rule of passive could be incorporated into a
fast parser if we could expand the amount of work allowed at any single
‘step’. This is just the sort of expansion that is captured by a circuit model.
The circuit also permits the amount of hardware required to compute the
answer for any particular input to vary- we are allowed to use more gates
to parse a sentence ten words long than the gates we use to parse a sentence
of length, say, five. A trade-off between parallel time and hardware thus
arises quite naturally in the context of the circuit model: by changing the
‘wiring diagram’ of our machine we can effect a substantial speed-up of
certain computations. If the neural circuitry is faithfully mirrored by such a
model, then it is at least possible that the same sort of parallel speed-ups are
exploited there as well.
This possibility poses a specific problem for those who have already fixed
upon a &al computational organization as the ‘right’ underlying model
with which to judge an algorithm’s complexity. For suppose that the
assumption of seriality is incorrect, and that the function is realized using
parallel circuitry. Then the time it will take to compute an output will be
mirrored by circuit depth. If this is so, then a reaction time probe-a
measure of external clock time -will measure circuit depth and hence
parallel time. This makes sense: if an operation is underlyingly parallel, then
its execution time as measured externally (let us call this phenomenal time)
should be identified with parallel time (let us call this algorithmic time).34
HAs discussed immediately below, one should not confuse this kind of synchronous parallelismwith
the perhaps more familiar case of asynchronous parallelism.In asynchronous parallelism,two or more
quite different (typically intermodal) tasks are carried out simultaneously. The speed-up results refer
only to the former sort of concurrency, where a singlefunction has been designed from scratch to be
computable in parallel. This is just the sort of parallelism involved in the passive analysis discussed in
tbe p&ous section.
Further, one should realize that there is no paradox between the inherent seriality of the speech
stream and the possibility of parallel computation over those t&ens. The Marcus parser is designed
precisely to resolw this paradox: tokens are read groups at a time into an input buffer, and then rules
may operate (in parallel, if need be) over the entire set of tokens. There is then a limit to the U~IOU~U
(continued on Pacing
page)
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The key question can now be properly formulated. What happens if we
use the wrong algorithmic model for a computation? Is there any cause for
alarm? That is, is there any distinction between serial and parallel time that
could cause problems if we confused one with the other?
We would claim that it is potentially misleading to use a serial reference
machine where a parallel one would be correct. The reason is that parallel
time (circuit depth) does not map over into seriai time (as clocked by a
Turing Machine) in the natural way on might expect. A circuit of Size T log
T can simulate a Tuting Machine that uses serial time T. (T is some 5.inction
of n, e.g., n3, where n is the length of the input, e.g., the number of words in
the sentence to be parsed, if we are parsing.)3s
Thus, the ‘time cost’ of an algorithm with respect to a standard serial
computational model need not directly reflect the amount of externally
measured time it would take a person to carry out the procedure. Rather,
the cost might be more closely allied (perhaps counter-intuitively) to ,the
amount of hardware (circuit size) engaged. The relation between externally
clocked time and algorithmic time is lost because external time maps in a
more complicated way to the Size of a circuit. A circuit can often compute
the same result as the Turing Machine in less external time by becoming
‘wider’, thus keeping its Size to within the required T log T bound but
compressing the needed Depth, The exact compression possible would
depend upon the number of gates allowed at any one level of the circuit, th,e
number of wires that could feed into and out of gates (their ‘fan-in’ anld
fan-out’), and, of course, exactly what problem was being ‘solved’ by the
circuit. The externally observed time behavior of such circuits could be
diverse, ranging from little apparent difference with th.e serial algorithm to
an apparent exponential increase in speed. In sholrt, ticks on the external,
experimental clock would no longer necessarily correspond to ticks of the
internal, algorithmic one- because we wouXd have unluckily picked the
wrong model for timekeeping. This is the abstract counterpart of the
situation we discussed in Section One: experimentali:;ts have generally
equated externally measured, phenomenal time with serial algorithmic time,
of parallelism that is allowed: the buffer is of finite ‘bandwidth’. However, as we demonstrated in the
previous section, this limited bandwidth is sufficient to handle the parallelismrequired, at least for the
passive case.
35See Borodin (1977), Cook (1980), .Ruzzo (1980). Importantly, one demauds that these circuits
have limited ‘fan-in’; that is, at most two wires can enter any gate. In addition, the circuits must be
uniform,that is, given the circuit required to solve a particular problem of input size n, it is computationally easy to construct the circuit required to solve the next biggest problem (of size n + 1).
Finally, by simultaneously limiting the amount of hardware expansion to some polynomial function
of the input size, one may ensure that such circuits are ‘physically constructible’. In this restricted
cast. the size-time tradeoff still holds.
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assuming that external time complexity for sentence processing must be
proportional to the number of grammatical rules involved in the derivation
of a sentence. The lack of fit between grammatical model time steps and
external time steps has then been taken to imply a weakness in the theory of
grammar, and a demand for more suitable theories. However, this conclusion
does no? necessarily follow; the simplest remedy could be to move to an
appropriate parallel clock.
It is important to bear in mind that these speed-up results hold under
models of synchronous parallel computation, that is, models where the
machine has been designed from the start to operate concurrently to
compute some function. The parser described in the preceding section is one
such machine (though its parallelism is rather modest); it is meant to
compute just one basic output representation, with some of its operations
taking place simultaneously. These machines should not be confused with
models of asynchronous parallelism, where several machines, perhaps
computing the same function, perhaps not, all compete (relatively) independently for a common set of resources (time or space). A paradigmatic type
of asynchronous parallelism is a time sharing system; here, many different
programs (run by different users) all vie for central resource use. As users of
time sharing systems are well aware, there may be no speed-up at all in some
asynchronously designed systems; indeed, it is often the case that as more
programs compete for limited resources, the time it takes for each individual
program to excecute rises dramatically. x This distinction is crucial because
many of the studies demonstrating that people have rather limited abilities
to ‘process in parallel’ have assumed, probably quite rightly, an asynchronous model of parallelism. This assumption is a natural one since the
taks that have been tested have been intermodal in nature, and thus naturally fall under the ‘operating system’ rubric of competition for common
resources. (See Posner and Mitchell [ 19671 and Townsend [ 1974 ] ). The
results also agree with the folk experience of time sharing users: parallelism
can often degrade performance.
In contrast, synchronous parallelism is most naturally interpreted to
operate only intra-modally, within some single component like a syntactic
parser. The resource competition paradigm is not necessarily appropriate; so
results like Posner’s indicating the apparent lack of parallel speed-up in
people need not apply. Indeed, distinguishing between synchronous parallel
and serial computation would seem to be a difficult experimental task, as
#Even if resources are unlimited, it is possible to prove quite specific theorems about bounds on the
speedup possiile when a single problem is solved by asynchronous parallelism.See Kung (1976) for a
owvey of recent msults.
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indicated by Townsend (1974) For example, as Anderson (1979) observes,
the usual Stemberg additive componential paradigm “analyzes information
processing into a sequence of stages, specifies which factors affect the time
for each stage, specifies the time parameters for each stage, but does not
analyze in computational detail why each stage takes as long as it does or
why it is affected by factors in the way that it is” (I 979 pp. 404-405). This
means that the ‘inside’ of any stage is opaque to further computational
decomposition; one is free to choose a serial or parallel mechanism to
‘realize’ the computational guts of any stage, subject only to constraints of
externally observable time behavior. But as we have just seen, this means in
turn that the time we observe via the Stemberg analysis for individual stages
might actually be parallel circuit time (not Turing machine serial time), and
parallel circuit time maps over into Turing machine space. If this is so, then
models based on serial time would have to be judged in terms of their .cpace
efficiency, not their time efficiency.
Let us s”:etch more cartfully just how, even under the Sternberg assumptions of linear stage decomposition, parallel computation might make the
interpretation of competing processing models more difficult. Suppose that
the response time for some isolated stage has been determined to vary as the
square of the input problem size, n2. Thus phenomenally observed time is
quadratic. Suppose further that there are two processing models that have
been proposed to account for the computation of this stage, and that the
complexity of both models has been evaluated with respect to a serial
reference machine. Model A uses quadratic time and linear space; model B
uses cubic time and quadratic space. With respect to an assumption of
seriality, Model A comports with the psycholinguistic evidence; Model B is
too slow. But if a parallel circuit reference base is adopted, then B can run in
parallel quadratic time n2 (its old space requirement); model A, in parallel
linear time. The result is that Model B is now closer to the psychological
evidence; Model A is now perhaps too fast.
The general lesson to be drawn from the parallel circuit model then is that
we must be careful when we suggest that one procedure is ‘better’ than
another in a cognitive domain. Claims about cognitive capacity and the
trade-off between time and space resources depend upon both a precise
specification of the algorithms to be compared and an underlying model of
computation to be used as a reference base for comparisons. Without
confidence in the fidelity of the reference model, any claims of algorithmic
superiority may be empty. In particular, if the coimparison is made on the
basis of any underlying model that is false to the facts-if we claim that one
procedure is better for people than another procedure because the first is
faster, but this is true only with respect to machinery people do not
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have-then
we are misleading ourselves. We cannot simply stipulate
an
underlying model of computation on which to base our predictions of the
amount of extemalll measured time a procedure takes without substantial
support for that model: otherwise we may be favoring certain kinds of
procedures capriciously at the expense of others. Even though it may seem
intuitively plausible that it is easier to ‘look things up’ than compute them, it
is not a logically necessary solution; in fact, the evidence from the domain of
early visual processing poin.ts in quite the opposite direction. This simply
makes it plain that cognitive science, is, in the end, an empirical, biological
science: while we may speculate about what is or is not the ‘right’ computational organization of the brain (based on whatever psychological, engineering, or computational biases we may have), ultimately there is a fact of
the matter that can render such speculation moot. If the brain uses parallel
computational power to process sentences rather than memory lookup, then
that is what it uses; no stipulation can change this fact. If our aim is to
discover what computational organization the brain does have, then stipulation again seems unwise. Given our current lack of understanding, it would
seem best to keep all (so far indistinguishable) computational organizations
avaiiable, lest we rule out by fiat the ‘right’ theory of processiirg.
There is one further point to discuss before concluding our comparison of
extended lexical grammar and the Extended Standard Theory. In the
preceeding discussion we have assumed (along with Bresnan) that the transformations postulated by EST should be thought of as ‘active’, timeconsuming computations. We then provided a machine architecture that
would make an EST-based sentence processor compatible with certain
psycholinguistic results. However, it is not obvious just why it is necessary to
make this assumption, unless one is also insisting upon some strong version
of transparency, i.e., that the move-NP rule and its parsing correlate must be
stated in exactly the same form. If transparency is relaxed, it is possible to
embed an ST-or EST-based parser in a serial computational model. One
could do this by ‘precomputing’ the effects of the transformational component and storing the results in the lexicon. Note that this in no way
disconfrnns TG either as a grammar or as a central component of a parsing
model; it merely says that the way in which a grammar may be embedded as
part of a model of language use is less than straightforward,
In order to understand why this is so we must be sure to distinguish the
claims that a grammar makes about the system of knowledge incorporated in
the language faculty from the implications of those claims for a theory of
parsing. Let us make this point clear with a concrete example. Recall that
psychohnguistic results show that passives and actives take less time to
Pthan wh movement constructions. In an ELT, simple active sentences
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are derived from a context-free base component, passives are derived via
lexical rules, and wh questions are derived by (structural) movement rules
(or their interpretive counterparts). Note that lexical rules and movement
rules are quite distinct: lexical rules are governed by ‘functional’ criteria,
while movement (or its interpretive analogue) makes crucial reference to
structural principles (phrase structure nodes). This distinction in the
grammar-plus
Transparency- is what warrants drawing a corresponding
distinction between these two sorts of rules in the parser.
In contrast, a TG treats both passive (or NP movement in current theories)
and w&movement as parts of the same component of the grammar (namely,
as rubcases of a more general ‘move alpha’ rule in the most recent
approaches). Consequently, certain critics of TG assume that one cannot
draw any formal distinctions between NP and w/z-movement. Therefore,
given a strong version of the Type Transparency Hypothesis, we should not
be able to distinguish between these two sorts of rules in the parser; we are
not licensed to have one parsing procedure for NP movement and another.
quite distnct computational routine for w/z-movement. The conclusion that
follows ic that we could not embed TG in a parsing model of the sort
Bresnan envisages.
The problem with the implicit assumption is that it is false. Transformational grammar has long recognized that there are important formal differences between NP and w&movement. For elxample, Emonds (1970)
argues that NP movement rules are structure preserving,37 while whmovement rules are not.38 Moreover, even in the most recent theories where
NP and wh-movements are literally taken to be special cases of a more general ‘move alpha’ rule, the theory postulates different relations between a
moved element and its trace. For example the trace of NP movement cannot
be case marked, while the trace of a w/z-movement. must be in a case marked
position. Therefore, there arc criteria to distinguish NP movement from whmovement in the grammar, We are, then, licensed to precompute the effects
of NP movement and store them in the lexicon, while continuing to ‘realize’
wh-movement as an active computation-even
in a TG based parser. Given
the assumptions of TG however, one should note that the precomputed
lexical templates associated with NP movement would necessarily be governed by purely structural principles, unlike th!e templates of extended
lexical grammar. 3g
37That is, NPs can only be moved into phrase marker positions where NPs can be generated by the
phrase structure rules of the grammar.

38See Emonds (1976) for an alternative analysis; but also see Freidin (1978) and Chomsky (1977)
for arguments that Emends’ first hypothesis was correct.
(coireinued overleap)
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Let us summarize the conclusions of this section. First of all, there seems
to be no reason to adopt the particular machine architecture envisioned in
Bresnan (1978). The psycholinguistic evidence so far adduced does not force
this choice, and indeed there is some reason to believe that an alternative
computational organization would be more faithful to what is possible, given
human computational machinery. Second, there is no inherent connection
between the choice of a ‘functional’ grammar (like that of Bresnan [ 1978) )
and the decision to favor memory retrieval to account for the processing of
active and passive sentences. Both TG and ELT provide the necessary
principles to distinguish among rule types so as to permit some rules to be
handled by memory retrieval and others by active computation, all within a
machine architecture like that assumed in the DTC or in Bresnan (1978).
3. Grammars and parsers: the autonomy of syntax thesis
In our discussion of DTC and its subsequent revision in Bresnan (1978) we
observed that the Type Transparency Hypothesis was invoked in a model
equating psycholinguistically observable time complexity to a simple model
of algorithmic time complexity, and this, in turn, to a measure of derivational complexity in the grammar. In this section we examine work by Tyler
(1980) and Tyler and Ma&en-Wilson (1977) that also uses the Transparency
Hypothesii to relate psycholinguistic observables to the theory of grammar.
a9ActuaUy, the story is more complicated than this. Bresnan (personal communication) points out
that in a theory like TG that allows successive cyclic movement into complementizers one might think
that the &element in COMPwould also be in a strictly local domain, and one could thus employ the
speedup technique in this case as well. Under these assumptions we would not capture the purported
difference between &-movement and passives with respect to psycholinguistic timing results. To
enforce this distinction, should it be relevant again, we stress that Slobin’s results are extremely
controversial and that under the assumptions of Forster and Olbrei (1973) we would expect whmovement and passive to take the same amount of time-we must appeal to another principle as well.
Thk is a principle motivated primarily by parsing considerations that stipulates that only completed
constituents may be attached to nodes stored in the Marcus parser’sactive node stack. Thus in the
relevant cases, before one could bind a whelement to its trace one would have to attach ah the
material to the S node dominating the trace, then attach this node to the S-bar.Only after this attachment has been made could one bind the trace to the whelement in the S-bar.This is because, strictly
speakii, the grammar rules are only sensitive to material in the immediate dominating cyclic node
(NP or S). See Marcus (1980) for details. Because the parser must wait for this attachment before
bindtakes place,we might expect timing distinctions between wh-movement and passive cases. It
should be noted that the decision to attach S and S-bar separately and to govern the attachment of S
to S-bar by a principle that says, “fust complete constituents, then attach them” is not an arbitrary
decision. There are cases where it is crucial that this procedure be followed: see Marcus (1980) for
details. Moreover, this assumption of uniformity fmres crucially in the over-all learnability of the
system (see Berwick, [ 1982, Reference note 21 for details).
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As mentioned in the introduction, Tyler and Mar&x-W&on try to show that
the autonomy of syntax thesis is untenable as a principle of a grammar that
one could embed in a model of language use. Their argument

rests on two

assumptions. The first is the claim that under Type Transparent assumptions
about the relationship between the grammar and the parser, the autonomy
thesis implies a serial organization between the components of a TG. This
assumption is not original; rather, it seems to be widespread in the
psycholinguistic literature. Then they show that this organization must be
abandoned in the light of several experimental results. Our argument against
this position consists in trying to refute the first assumption. We will show
that even under such Type Transparent assumptions, the autonomy thesis
says nothing about the flow of information between components. Rather, it
spells out the types of information that can form the representations of each
component. Therefore, for Tyler and Marslen-Wilson’s argument to go
through, they would have to show either that the representations of each
component do not respect the autonomy thesis, or that by setting up the
representations in this way, we become unable to build a reasonable parsing
algorithm. In fact we shall see that the autonomy of syntax thesis is perfectly consistent with the algorithm that they themselves envision.40
Let us begin by outlining Tyler and Marslen-Wilson’s position. Tyler
(1980) begins with a review of the literature that suggests that realizing a
transformational generative grammar (TGG) imposes very special conditions
on parsing implementations. Any parser that does not exhibit such an
implementation cannot be said to “realize a transformational generative
grammar”. To be specific,
Any processingmodel which intends to maintain ias links with TGG must adhere to
these two principles.. , autonomous syntax and the delay of sentential semantic
analyses until a syntactic deep structure representation has been assigned (Tyler,
1980, page 9).

If we grant the first assumption, it then follows (as Tyler and Marslen-Wilson
[ 19771 claim) that the validity of their processing model (which adheres to
neither of these two principles) must
. . . cast doubt upon the viability of using a TC as a basis for a psycholinguistic
processing theory... The more radical interpretation
analyses continuously

that semantic and syntactic
interact as a sentence is heard (an interpretation which they

_-40As we noted above, Tyler m&es this assumption about the relation between grammarsand parsers
explicit when she says: “Although the linguistic models did not themselves, strictly speaking, Consist
of processing components standing in some ordered relationship to each other, the psychobwistic
interpretation of these grammarsrequired them to be treated as if they were making chims about the
order of processing events” (Tyler, 1980, page 2).
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endorse rcb/asw) is incompatible with even a modified transformationally-based
processing model (op. tit ., 1977, page650).

leads to a view calling for the strict separation of the study of linguistic
competence from the study of linguistic performance.
In evaluating these claims, we must ask the following questions: (1) Does
a TGG entail the kind of implementation implicit in assumption i? (2:) If
not, what sorts of implementation would a TGG be consistent with? We
should first note that Tyler’s conception of the autonomy of syntax should
be understood as autonomy of syntactic processing. Tyler borrows a definition provided by Forster (1974) to explicate this notion. Autonomous
syntactic processing means “. . . semantic processing is delayed until intact
deep structure units have been isolated, and in general, considerations of
meaning are irrelevant to syntactic decisions” (Forster, 1974, page 39i).41
Autonomy of syntactic processing (qua Tyler) means that (1) linguistic
information is compartmentalized into (at least) two separate components,
one syntactic and the other semantic; and (2) semantic interpretation can
only begin once the syntactic component has completed its analysis and
generated an ouput representation; semantic processing cannot start until
syntactic processing is finished.
The flowchart scheme and componentiai organization implied by this
‘autonomy of processing’ thesis is consistent with the way in which transformational grammars are traditionally written. However, this notion of
‘autonomy of processing’ is unrelated to the autonomy of syntax thesis as it
is defmed in linguistic theory., The autonomy of syntax thesis is defined in
chomsky (1977) as follows:

‘This

We can distinguish then, two versionsof an autonomy thesis: an absolute thesis,
which holds z&at the theory of linguistic form including the concept ‘formal
grammar’and all levelsapart from semantic representationcan be fully definedin
terms of formal primitives,and a weakerversion which holds that this is true only
conditionallywith certain parameters,perhapslocalizedin the dictionary (page 42).
Chomsk-gl(1979) goes on to say that:
. ..Thus the viewpointof this work was that, given a linguistic theory the concepts
of grammarare constructed on the basis of primitive notions that are not semantic
(page 139).

*‘The condition that semantic analysis be delayed until full deep structure representation is
recovered is an additional condition on autonomous syntactic processing. As recognized by Tyler the
autonomy of syntactic processing would not be violated if, e.g., a string was fist segmented on-line
into syntactic phrases and then semantically interpreted phrase by phase.
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The autonomy thesis, in short, is a claim about the kinds of knowledge
that a speaker/hearer has. Therefore, this thesis says nothing about the actual
analysis of a sentence by a processor. In particular, the syntactic component
of a parser is not restricted to operate without making reference to the information provided by some semantic component. The autonomy of syntax
thesis claims merely that however the computation is effected, the output of
sentence processing yields at least two types of information, neither of
which is reducible to the other. No claim is made albout whether the entire
deep structure or parts of it are available on-line for semantic interpretation.
Therefore, the frost assumption underlying Tyller and Marslen-Wilson’s
claim is simply false. As long as a parser encodes as (distinct) types of
information the different levels of information provided by the grammar,
that parser is respecting the autonomy of syntax, as defined by TGG.42
Tyler (1980) and Tyler and Marslen-Wilson (1977) then try to show that
the autonomy of syntactic parsing thesis must be abandoned. We will
consider only one of these experiments in detail; however the same comments apply more generally to the other experiments.43 Their experiment
rqnsi.sted in asking subjects to repeat the last word of a deep structure
31 a similar argument, see Dresher and Hornstein (1976, pp. 331-332), and Valian (1979) (in
per and Walker, 1979, page 19).
It should be noted that even though the autonomy of syntax theisisdoes not imply the autonomy
of parsing thesis, it may still be empirically true that the parser prccesses autonomously. If we discover
this to be the case, we will have found something interesting. We will have found strong principles, not
implied by the grammar,that constrain the organization of the parser. There are, of course, other
alternatives to autonomous processing; one is to propose that the grammatical components of the
parser may interact with each other at random points during a parse. However, as Forster (1979)
points out, it would seem methodologically preferable to adopt the former model as a first hypothesis
because: “It seems.. . that if we begin by postulating such a mode:1 (the random interactive model
rcb/asw), then there is very little hope of discovering interesting structural properties at all, and consequently, we would be reduced to merely noting and cataloguing the kinas of problem-solving
strategies that are.. . employed in various kinds of tasks. This may ultimately be the correct view
to adopt but it seems preferable to first thoroughly explore the alternatives to this view” (Forster,
1979, page 36).
431ndeed it seems that the case we discuss here is Tyler and Marslen-Wilson’sleast controversial. We
note that in their other cases one of the intended interpretations involves the binding of pronominals,
and thus it may be that binding differences, rather than access to a semantic component, leads to the
different reaction times observed by Tyler and Marslen-Wilson.In falct, Fodor (personal communication) informs us that this point has been noted independently and that researchis being carriedout to
see whether this observation casts d%mbton the Tyler and Marslen-W’ilson
results. We take no stand as
to whether these experiments will actually show that Tyler and Marslen-Wilsonhave con&ted dependent variables. Tyler (personal communication) claims that the variables are in falct not conflated. We
choose to deal here with Tyler and Marslen-Wilson’sleast controversial case because weare
interested
inmalting a claim that is stronger than showing that they have merely confounded variables in their
experimental data. We are interested in showing #at euen if this data is the result of semanticsyntactic interaction, it still is not relevant to their theoretical claims about the relationship of TC to
parsingtheory.
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ambiguous phrase. Subjects heard the context clause and the initial portion
of the ambiguous string. Then there was a pause, after which they were
asked to repeat the verbal portion of the phrase (capitalized and underlined
in the text) that had subsequently been dispIayed to them. As it turns out,
the plural form ‘are’ is the appropriate continuation only for one reading,
(a). Compare:
(a)
(b)

If you walk to too near the runway, landing planes ARE
If you’ve been trained as a pilot, landing planes ARE

The two possible representations of the ambiguous phrase are:44

(a)

NP+bP
lanwplanes

F?.AP
de ddgerous

The computational complexity of this task was taken to be reflected in the
latency between visual presentation of the underlined word and the onset of
pronounciation by the subject. By these criteria, (b) was judged more
complex than (a).45
Tyler and Marslen-Wilson interpret this result in the following way: First
they note that only one of the two possible struct.ural representations (the
representation where landing planes is analyzed as a Noun Phrase) takes a
plural verb. In contrast, the second, sentential representation takes a singular
verb. The context clause preceding the fragment landing planes acts to
semantically bias the interpretation of this phrase: in (a) the nominal analysis is favored and in (b) the sentential analysis is preferred. The plural probe
ARE is then only an appropriate continuation of the (a) sentence. Tyler and
Marslen-Wilson claim that it is the perception of the probe word in the (b)
example that causes the longer naming latency.
However, for the biasing effects to have been effective, they also assert
that:
The listener in this experiment needs not only to have interpreted the context
clause, but also to have combined this with the individual meanings of the words
‘landing’ and ‘planes’ into some unified higher-level relational representation..

.,

(ibid. page45).
The biasing effect is perceivable only at the ‘semantic level’ because the
well-formedness conditions (subcategorization, selectional restrictions) allow
44Here, PRO is taken to mean a nonphonologic&ly realized element that refers to ‘pilot’ in the
context clause.
45The latency for (b) was 555 msec.; for (a) it was 519 msec (Tyler, 1980, page 45).
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clause.

. . . indicates that semantic variablescall interact with ongoing syntactic decisions.
The preference for a singular or a plural verb form in this task reflects the outccme
of a syntactic processing decision. And this decision (the decision of which structural analysis is associated with an on-coming input stream rcb/asw) depends on the
on-line interaction of semantic context in the syntactic interpretation of the
ambiguous fragment (Ibid. pages 46 and 47).
It is this interaction of semantic interpretation with ongoing syntactic decisions that violates the ‘autonomy of processing’ hypothesis.46
Let us assume for the moment that Tyler and Marslen-Wilson’s evidence
discont’irm? the autonomy of processing thesis. By the argument given above,
we must still establish whether the interpretation of the experiment violates
the autonomy of syntax thesis, and it is only this question that is relevant to
determining whether the parser is operating in accordance with principles
specified by TGG. Recall that the autonomy of syntax thesis specifies the
kinds of knowledge a speaker needs. (A speaker possesses at least two
separate systems of structural and semantic knowledge based on two different sets of primitives and rule types). TGG also specifies that the semantic
component acts to provide an interpretation to the formal output of the
syntactic component. Let us then ask what kind of knowledge we need to
impute to the subjects of Tyler and Marsien-Wilson% experiment.
First, by Tyler and Marslen-Wilson’s own description, subjects had to
compute each of the two possible structural descriptions that were generated
461t should be noted that Forster (1979) provides an account of the Tyler Marjlen-Wilson results that

respects the autonomy of processing thesis. Briefly, he proposes a parallel parsing model divided into
three autonomously functioning components, ordered as lexical, syntactic, and mess;lge modules. The
Output of elch component may feed into the next one above it, and may also be relayed to a ‘general
problem so:ver’ that uses the information provided to perform various tasks set for it (e.g., naming,
lexical decision, and so forthj. Forster claims that in the interpretation of the (a) and (b) sentences
above: “The syntactic processor may be quite unaffected by semantic context.. . Two analyses of the
ambiguous i3hrase are provided, and one is discarded when the subsequent disambiguating probe word
is presented.. . However, the message processor chooses one of the interpretations of the ambiguous
phrase.. . ouly to discover that the subsequent output of the syntactic processor is iucompatible with
this choice” (Forster, 1979, page 54).
Furthermore he claims that the experiment does not necessarily reflect normal parsing procedures:
“With normal presentation of the sentence, we might not expect this (latency rcb/asw) effect to occur.
Rather, the message processor might delay the choice between the two possibilities to see whether
syntactic disambiguation will be possible. However, when the sentence actually terminates before the
disambiguating word is presented,... and when the task obviously requires the subject: to try to predict
ahead, the message processor may commit itself to an interpretation immediately” (Ibid., page 55).
He then goes on to suggest other alternative hypotheses to explain these results. For a full discussion, see Forster (1979). To reiterate however, the principle of the autonomy of syntax may be
reflected in the parser irrespective of whether the autonomy of parsing thesis “rsa valid parsing
principle.
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for the ambiguous fragment by the syntactic component, and these representations were computed based only upon structural information. A semantic
representation capturing the nominaI or propositional character of associated
structural representations also had to be computed. These semantic representations were checked for compatibility with the preceding context phrase.
Thus we see that Tyler and Marslen-Wilson also assume that their subjects
had knowledge of two distinct kinds, both of which were involved in parsing
the experimental sentences. Therefore the parsing model they envision
respects the autonomy of syntax thesis. Interpreted in this way, their expe’rimental results provide no evidence pro or con for determining whether TGG
is realizable as part of a parsing model.
While it is true that transformational grammars are traditionally written in
a way that might imply seguentiality of components, we would cla ;rn
that
this fact is of little interest. A strict construal of the Type Transparency
Hypothesis would suggest that there are aspects of the formalism of the
grammar that may be taken to imply particular parsing organizations. For
example, ELT and EST may suggest different predictions about the
complexity of memory retrieval processes versus active computations, as
discussed in Section Two of ?his paper. But the autonomy of syntactic and
semantic processing principles as they construe it is simply not implied, even
under the assumptions of Type Transparency, by the autonomy of syntax
thesis. The serial componential organization actually used in the literal
notation of a standard TG is merely a convenient*way of writing things down
on paper. The fogjcuZseparation of syntax and semantics need not imply that
syntactic processes are not able to make use of semantic knowledge during
the course of parsing. Under Type Transparency the autonomy thesis would
imply that two systems based on different principles are involved in
syntactic and semantic comprehension. We could just as easily have captured
this autonomous logical decomposition using the diagram that is part of the
non-autonomous implementation argued for by Tyler and Marslen-Wilson.
When evaluating how direct a connection exists between the algorithms of a
parser and the rule systems of a grammar we must be sensitive to the
difference between notational variants as opposed tci notations that actually
imply different principles and parsing effects.
Tyler (1980) proposes what is at first glance a more radical interpretation
of the Tyler and Ma&en-Wilson results, one that seems to sharply distinguish
the parsing system she envisions from those incorporating a TGG. She claims
that, by showing that the different components of the grammar may interact
at m y p o i n t i n the derivation, we have eliminated the need to postulate
separate representations to seme as the outputs for each level:
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If the lis,tenercould draw simultaneously on both syntactic and semantic knowledge to construct two interdependent representations, then these two representations would hardly be functionally distinguishable and the separation between them
would appear to serve no independent purpose (Tyler, 1980, page 55).

She further suggests that a model incorporating
a TGG should be replaced
with a system organized along lines proposed by Winograd and his fellow AI
researchers:
What such AI systems illustrate for us is just that it is indeed computationally
possible ‘o construct language processing systems which do not maintain the kind
of separation between syntax and semantics that is central to TGG and to the
processing models based on the TCG framework (Ibid., page 57).

Let US begin the examination of this proposal by asking the same question
that we have been asking thoughout this section. Does this proposal respect
“the kind of separation between syntax and semantics central to TGG” or
does it incorporate a grammar that violates the autonomy of syntax thesis?47
The answer to this question very much depends on what we mean when
we sny that representations are no longer ‘separated in parsing’. Tyler seems
to vac:;llate between two positions. One thing that she could mean is that the
grammar incorporated in the parser no longer distinguishes purely structural
from purely semantic information, and that rather than having two separate
systems, each based on a different set of primitives and principles, we in fact
have one system that can be characterized by a uniform set of primitives. In
such a system we could claim that either general intelligence or general
linguistic strategies carried out the work that was formerly handled by
distinct TGG rule systems. Another way of putting this is that one could
now retrieve the syntactic form of a representation simply by knowing its
semantics. There would be no such thing as ‘semantic’ or ‘syntactic’ rules;
there would simply be rules, all guided by the same principles, that produce
a single syntactic, semantic, and phonological representation. This picture
is surely a.t odds with ohe autonomy of syntax thesis. It also cannot be what
Tyler and Marlsen-Wilson have in mind. As menticmed, in order to explain
the data in their experiment they impute to their subjects knowledge based
on two separate systems: they attribute the capacity to compute a structural
description for an input string and the capacity to interpret that string
semantically.
This
position also seems to be a very unlikely view from the processing
perspective. Forster (1979) has shown that careful experimentation can
“‘It should be noted that thr: Tyler and Marslen-Wilsonexperiments do not necessarily lead to MS
conclusion. See Tyler and Marslen-Wilson(1979) for a model of interacting components that, even
under Type Transparentassumptions, respects the autonomy of syntax thesis.
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provide evidence that the different processing levels can be separated out
from each other. We can find tasks that are insensitive to syntactic and
semantic variables, relying only on an independently operating lexic-al
‘parser’. We can also fmd tasks that are sensitive to syntactic but not semantic
factors .48 If the grammar incorporated all-purpose strategies, sensitive to
each grammatical level simultaneously, then we would expect syntactic,
semantic, and lexical effects to be inseparable. The information would have
been encoded into general rule types and no independent access would be
possible.
‘:!ere is another interpretation to ‘separation of components’ that seems
to be at lp.ast compatible with the Tyler and Ma&en-Wilson data. Under this
interpretation, we retain the idea that the grammar incorporated in the
parser consists of independent rule systems. The difference is that rather
than compiling a complete analysis of the string from the output representations constructed by the various subcomponents, we would construct this
analysis directly by allowing the subcomponents (and perhaps some nonlinguistic ‘real-world’ knowledge systems) to interact on-line to build a single
representation. As mentioned before however, this position, because it
distinguishes separate rule types, is perfectly compatible with the autonomy
of syntax thesis as it is specified in TGG. Thus, we can still claim that c
processing model of this type respects the logical organization of components implied by a TGG, even though this logical organization does not
correspond in any transparent way to the flowchart description of the
processing model.
4. Type Transparency and the theory of grammar
In the course of this paper we have examined two cases--the DTC and the
Tyler and Marslen-Wilson experiments -where
the Type Tramparency
Hypothesis played a crucial role in the initial evaluation of transformational
generative grammar as a central component of a model of language use.
Recall that the Type Transparency Hypothesis amounts to the assumption
that the substantive elements and derivations implied by a grammar should
be taken as specifying the exact composition and organization of parsing
algorithms that incorporate that grammar. In this view, a particular grammar
is ‘realized’ in a parsing model just in case derivations of sentences proposed
by a grammar mimic exactly the sequence of computational steps that the
%UZFor&r, 1979,pp.39-41

for details
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parser makes in building structural descriptions for the same sentences. This
thesis was of interest to parsing theorists because it constrains the class of
possible parsers to a small set; i.e., to that set that can be used to parse
natural language according to the structural descriptions and rules of TG
written in very much the same format as they are in the grammar. In Section
Two of this paper we showed that it is possible to weaken this notion of
‘realization’ from one of exact mimicry, and still obtain perspicuous
grammar-parser combinations that reproduce known psycholinguistic results.
For instance, in our concrete discussion of extended lexical grammar, we
showed that Bresnan has employed a less than direct notion of ‘realization’
to make extended lexical grammars compatible with both certain computational assumptions (a serial parsing model valuing memory retrieval over
‘brute’ recomputation) and certain psycholinguistic results (active/passive
processing distinctions). We also showed that a transformational grammar
could exploit the same computational assumptions. The explanatory underpinning fog the psycholinguistic distinctions hinges on our ability to provide
formal criteria to distinguish rule types as different in the grammar. This
grammatical difference is then preserved by the parser as a difference in
algorithmic realization, and hence an explanation for a measurable difference
in processing ‘lime. The class of possible parsers is still constrained to those
that preserve this grammatical rule/parsing algorithm type-type identity.
Note that the parser need not mimic the ‘rules of the grammar’ a;xactly, so
long as th.e distinctions made by the grammar are preserved: in this
approach, there might be a variety of representational formats and computational orga.nizations (e.g., Bresnan’s memory retrieval scheme for lexical
templates) that could all ‘realize’ the saLmegrammar.49
In the particular cases examined above the formal characterization of the
processing algorithm was mther close to the formal characterization of the
associated grammar. For instance, in the case of extended lexical grammar
49As pointedout earlier, the parser would still be licensed to make more distinctions than the
grammar, if necessary.
As Matthews (1979) points out, it is not at all apparent that the parser should have to characterize
as acceptable all and only the grammatical strings of a language. Ind,eed, as is well known, the set of
acceptable sentences can be more limited than the :et of grammatical sentences, since the analysis of
somesentencesmayexceedthe memorycapacityof a (fimite)parsingalgorithm.
(The standard case in
point is multiple center-embedded sentences, e.g., the rut the dog are died.) This again suggests that
the parser is a restricted version of the grammar. On the other hand, distinctions between grammaticality and acceptability may cut the other way: we may find ungrammatical sentences that are
acceptable (see Hornstein and Weinberg [ 19811 for an example). Taken together, the.se results suggest
that the difference between grammar and parser may yield different predictions about the analysis of
sentences
of a given language in a small subset of cases. Characterizing the exact relaticnship tietween
grammaticality and acceptability is a challenging task that we leave for future research.
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the parser uses the same structural descriptions as the grammar, and, for a
subset of cases (wh movement rules) the rule format specified by the
grammar is preserved in the parsing algorithm. Moreover in all cases, even if
the actual rule used in the grammar is not used by the parser, the different
representational levels are related in the way specified by the grammar. For
example, the interpretation of sentences in an ELT-based parser includes a
mapping between phrase structure and functional structure. In the TGbased
model, the interpretation is a mapping between Deep Structure and Surface
Structure (or an interpretation from Annotated Surface Structure in the EST
version) that is executed by movement (ST version) or by binding (EST
version). These approaches are direct, transparent, embeddings of grammars
as parsing models. And it is interesting to have discovered that there is
currently no psycholinguistic evidence that prevents us from adopting this
fairly direct kind of mapping.
However, transparency is not a necessary property of a parsing model. If
future experiments show that this direct mapping is untenable, then
researchers interested in constructing a theory of language use should still be
interested in the theory of linguistic competence, to the degree to which we
can use this theory to constrain the class of possible parsers.
In this section we show that there is a contmrum of more to less direct
realizations of a grammar as a parser. There is noa just an ‘all or none’ choice
between a grammar embedded directly as a computational model (the DTC
model) and a total decoupling between grammatical rules and computational
rules (with the structural descriptions of the grammar computed by some
totaIIy unrelated ‘heuristic strategies’, the Fodor, Bever and Garrett [ 19741
conclusion). By using a relation among a class of grammars known as
covering, one can demonstrate that a parser may be able to exploit the rules
of a grammar non-transparently. Even under these conditions the class of
possible parsers may be restricted by grammatical theory.
To see that the relation between grammar and parser could be less than
transparent, we shall examine in some detail a measure of similarity
developed in the context of research on programming languages, that of
grammatical cover. SoIntuitively, one grammar is said to cover another if the
fist grammar can be used to (easily) recover all the parses (structural
descriptions, labelled bracketings) that the second grammar assigns to input
sentences. This being so, it should be plain that the first grammar can be
used instead of the second grammar itself to parse sentences of the language
%The notion of grammaticalcover was used informally for severalyears before being formalized by
Reynolds (1968) and Gray and Harrison(1969). As will be made clear below, the insight that covering
grammars c a n i d b e of value in developing parsing models for natural languages is not. a new one; in
fact, the idea is found in, eg., Kuno (1965).
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generated by the second grammar. More impartantly, the cover relation
provides a rich stock of cases where two grammars can generate trees that do
not necessarily look very much alike, and yet one grammar can serve as the
‘true’ competence grammar for a language (because it generates the proper
structural descriptions) while the other can be used to efficiently parse the
language (because of certain special structural characteristics of the trees it
generates). In short, this approach allows us to hold the structural des(:riptions of a grammar fixed, and then to consider ,ariations in parsing methods.
The theory of grammar will limit the class of possible parsers to just those
that cover the original competence grammar. This is possibly a strong limitation, hence of potential interest to parsing theory.
Such cases provide real examples of the existence of non-transparent ways
to incorporate grammars into models of language use. Having settled the
question of the existence of such grammar-parser pairs, the next question to
ask is whether there is any advantage to explicitly separating out the levels of
grammar and parser in this manner. In the remainder of this section we shall
advance some reasons as to why it is advantageous to do so. In brief, it is
suggested that one virtue of an explicit decomposition into grammar, parser
(and, perhaps, implementation) is to permit a modular attack on the
explanation of a complex information processing system, namely, the
language faculty; in addition, there seem to be explanations of inherent
psychological interest (like accounts of language acquisition) that make
crucial reference to a separate level of grammatical representation.
Returning now to the notion of grammatical cover, it is easy to show that
there are well-known (but degenerate) examples of pairs of grammars that
cover each other. Consider a grammar that is stroragly equivalent to another
grammar. By the usual definition of strong equivalence, this means that the
first grammar generates exactly the same set of structural descriptions as the
second, and hence, a fortiori, covers the second grammar. (Recall, for
contrast, that one grammar is weakly equivalent to another grammar if it can
generate the same set of terminal strings-roughly,
the same sentences-as
the second grammar; in this case it need not generate the same structural
descriptions at all).
If this were the only example of grammatical covering, then th.e cover
relation would collapse to the usual notion of strong equivalence. But it is
also true that one grammar can cover another umier far less stringent conditions of similarity. Informally, one grammar Gi covers another grammar G2
if (1) both generate the same language [L(G,) = L(G,), that is, the grammars
are weakly equivalent] and (2) we can fmd the parses (structural descr@tions) that Gz assigns to sentences by parsing the sentences using G, and then
applying a ‘simple’ (easily computed) mapping to the resulting output. (We
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shall be more precise shortly about what is meant by ‘simple’). Note that
these two grammars need not be strongly equivalent, and yet the first can
still be used to parse sentences generated by the second; for the purposes of
parsing, such grammars are equivalent. s1 The picture then is roughly the
following:
input _

string

Parser

P for_

parse of input _
wrt G,

Translation _
mapping

parse of input
wrt Gz

Gl
Given some ‘correct’ grammar for a language (i.e., a grammar that generates
the right structural descriptions), why would one want to parse sentences
using a different, but covering, grammar rather than the correct grammar
itself? The reason is that the covering grammar may be more ‘suitable’ for
patsing, along any one of a number of dimensions (efficiency of processing
in terms of time or space use, perspicuity, compatibility with fixed hardware, and so forth). In this view, the ‘correct’ grammar provides the right
structural descriptions for rules of semantic interpretation, whereas the
covering grammar provides the right format for algorithmic instantiation.
(These two grammars might be the same, in which case we obtain strict
transparency, a one-to-one grammar-parser relation). The (cover mapping
takes trees generated by the covering grammar (used for parsing) into trees
generated by the ‘correct’ grammar (used for semantic interpretation). Thus,
if one grammar covers another, then whatever the rules of semantic interpretation (let us say they pair parse trees with ‘meanings’), either grammar
can be used to pair exactly the same input strings and meanings. Let us now
return to exactly what is meant by a simpZemapping in the definition of
grammatical cover. As the above figure shows, the mapping from parse trees
to parse trees must be tightly restricted, or else any grammar could be made
to cover any other grammar. The usual definition of ‘simple’ made in the
formal language theory literature (Aho and Ullman, 1972, page 275) is that
of string homomorphism. That is, if the parse of a sentence with respect to
a grammar G, is represented as a string of numbers (corresponding to the
rules that were appzed to generate the sentence, under some arbitrary
numbering of the rules of the grammar and some canonical derivation
sequence), then the translation mapping that carries this string of numbers
(a parse) to a new string (corresponding to another parse) must be a homomorphism (under concatenation). Note crucially that the homomorphic
recovery can proceed on-line, incrementally and left-to-right as the parse
5*%y ‘parsing’ we simplymean %cover structural descriptions’; we have abstracted away from a
consideration of time and space resource use. it might well turn out. (as will be shown below) that two
grammarsequivalent with respect to parsing could be radically different with respect to their computationalefTickncy.
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proceeds, and that if the mapping is fixed in advance the computation can be
done quite rapidly is2 what this means is that the desired parse tree can be
recovered with little computational 10~s.~~
In summary then, covering grammars provide an abundant source of
examples illustrating that the grammar used by the parser or sentence
processor need nor di~crly generate structural descriptions isomorphic to
those specified by the grammar of the competence theory. Indeed, the sets
of structural descriptions directly constructed by the parser and generated
by the grammar can look quite different, and yet the parser can still faithfully mirror the competence grammar by incorporating a cover homomorphism that recovers the proper structural descriptions as required.
Furthermore, this approach has proved of actual value in constructing
parsers for natural language (see Kuno, 1966), and in developing optimal
processors for programming languages (see Bochmann, 1979; Brosgol, 1974;
Hammer, 1975). As far as parsing is concerned then, both the theory and
“In fact, it will take only a fixed number of steps per individual rule used in the derivation,
S3This result is a significant one for those who study models of language use, because it illustrates
how a parser (e.g., incorporating a covering grammar plus cover homomorphism) can be nontransparently related to the grammar it instantiates. This is not just a theoretical possibility. In fact,
the study of ‘transformations’ from one grammar into another that preserve recwierability of
structural descriptions and at the same time improve amenability to parsing is a long-standing area of
research in formal language theory and in programming language analysis. (See Foster, 1968; Hammer,
1975; Kuno, 1966; Kurki-Sunio, 1966).
For example, consider Kuno’s Harvard Syntactic Analyzer (1966). As Nijholt observes (1980),
Kuno’s basic aim was exactly that of finding grammatical transformations that ensured parsing
efficiency while at the same time preserving recoverability of structural descriptions. Kuno even
includes a diagram just like the one above as the framework for his research. More specifically, Kuno
attempted to find mappings from arbitrary context-free grammars (for natural languages) to grammars
that were efficiently handled by a particular (topdown) parser he had constructed, so-called non
left-recursive context-free grammars. A non-left recursive grammar contains no productions of the
form, A*. , . *Ab (Where A derives itself by one or more rules).
The important point is that topdown parsers can be guorotrteedto work only if they incorporate
non-left recursive grammars. Kuho compiled a list of ways to change a context-free grammar with leftrecursive productions into a non-left recursive one, and hence one amenable for top-down parsing; in
so doing he obtained a grammar that (right)-covered the original.
in particular, Nijholt has shown that every context-free grammar (without single ‘erasing’ productions of the form A*empty) can be right-covered by a grammar in Greibach-normal form (a canonical
representation of a context-free grammar where every production is of the form A*bB, where b = a
terminal symbol and B = a string of non-terminals). Note that Crerbach normal form is non-left
recursive. Nijholt’s result thus provides one way to convert ‘almost: any’ context-free grammar into a
form that can be used by a topdown parser.
Kuno also discovered a non-left recursive form for context-free grammars, but could not find a
covering grammar in Greibach normal form. Nijholt’s result thus answers in the affirmative a problem
posed by Griffitbs and Petrick: ‘To date (1965 rcb/asw) no effective procedure for relating the structural descriptions of standard normal form (Greibach normal form rcb/asw) grammarsto the contextfree grammars from which they were constructed has been found” (Griffiths and Petrick, 1965).
A covering grammarprovides an easily computed mapping between the structural descriptions of
a Greibach grammarand the SD’s of its associated grammaror origin.
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practice of parser design have made considerable use of the concept of a nontransparent relation between grammar and parser, that of grammatical
cover.54
One might however ask just why one needs to specify a level of purely
grammatical characterization at all. W:hynot simply dispense with grammar
and just look at parsing algorithms directly, incorporating notions of
computation from the start? Why should theorists interested in language use
be concerned with a level of grammatical description at all? Indeed, some
have suggested abandoning grammar as the proper subject matter for
psycholinguistic investigation:
The proper task for the psycholinguist is not, at the moment, to determine the
relationships between linguistic theory and psychological process, but to try to
acquire the kind of psychologicalprocessingdata which will allow the construction
of a genuinely psychologicaltheory of sentence recognition(Tyler, 1980, page 58).

Given the discussion in Sections Two, Three, and above, the problems with
jettisoning grammar altogether should be obvious. First of all, we have seen
that one can use the theory of competence to constrain the class of possible
parsers. The choice of one parsing algorithm over another depends on a great
many factors, including what structural descriptions the parser is supposed
%Rec.alling our discussion of Watt (1970) in Appendix 1, we observed there that Watt takes the fact
that short passives require no more parsing time than long passives as evidence that one must abandon
a model that directly realizes a TG. Our discussion so far indicates that there are at least two alternatives to this move. First, even if TG claimed that short passives are derived by deletion from long ones
(which it currently does not), we could still embe.d a TG into a non-serial parsing model. One might
assume that the parser generates a postverbal agentive ‘by’ phrase with an empty object immediately
upon the recognition of the passive morphology. This would predict that comprehension time for
short ,and long passives should be about the same. The possiiility of concurrency undermines Watt’s
&.&it assumption that ‘economy of derivation’ in terms of time cannot be preserved in a theory that
relies heavily on computation to generate or analyze strings. Second, Watt seems to assume that the
realization of a ‘competence grammar’ in a model of language use is an all or nothing proposition. In
his term, a speaker’s ‘mental grammar’ consists of an ‘abstract performative grammar’ (APG) and a
‘competence grammar’. The APG is the grammar actually used in parsing. The principles that govern
its construction ensure an analysis of sentences that involve a minimum of computation and thus,
according to Watt, result in a rule system that predicts the experimentally observed time complexity
results: “the APG puts a premium on economy of derivation and so balks at incorporating some of
these generalizations (generalizations motivated by linguistic theory, e.g., a deletion rule for deriving
short passives from long passives, rcb/asw)*’ ( 1970, page 18 1).
Watt, like Fodor, Bever and Garrett (see Appendix 1) realizes that the APG grammar will miss
much that the speaker undoubtedly knows about his language. Therefore, Watt concludes that the
APG grammar is to be supplemented by an ‘archival competence faculty’, basically the grammar of
IinguMc theory. This grammar may or may not be used in >n-line processing; it will be where it
aeoonfL with process& complexity data.
In brief, Watt feels that either the ‘parsing grammar* is isomorphic to ‘competence grammar’, or the
APG is ba%xl on principles radicaUy different from the competence grammar. As mentioned above,
we would like to Propose a more refined hierarchy of possibilities.
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to compute and what computational organization is presumed to carry out
the computation. As we have tried to make clear, there is very little that is
known for certain about just what computational organization is actually
used for human language processing -we cannot even specify its basic structure with any degree of certainty. Moreover, though we have much firmer
evidence about the correct characterization of linguistic knowledge in the
abstract, even that characterization (a theory of grammar) is presumably far
from the millenial theory of gmmmar. Consequently, any complete theory
of language use must of necessity be built upon a doubly incomplete knowledge about the language faculty and the human computational machinery,
and, as a result, one is bound to have difficulty predicting psycholinguistic
data of any complexity.
Why does separating out the explanatory levels as grammar and algorithmic realization help? Assuming that we have kept these levels distinct,
then it becomes easier to determine just what is contributing to discrepancy
between theory and surface facts. For instance, if levels are kept distinct,
then one is able to hold the grammar constant and vary machine architectures to explore the possibility of a good fit between psycholinguistic
evidence and model. (This was our approach in Section Two). Suppose these
results came to naught. We can then try to co-vary machine architecture and
covering mappings, still seeking model and data compatibility. If this fails,
one could still try different grammars. In short, modularity of explanation
permits a corresponding modularity of scientific investigation. For a
complex information processing system like the language faculty, this may
be the investi&ive method of choice; in fact, this has been the research
strategy adopted by D. Marr and others in their study of early visual
processing, a strategy that has paid off with impressive results:
. . . in

a system that solves an information processing problem, we may distinguish
four important levels of description.. . At the lowest, there is basic component and
circuit analysis- how do transistors (or neurons), diodes (or synapses) work? The
second level is the study of particular mechanisms: adders, multipliers, and
memories, these being assemblies made from basic components. The third level is
that of the algorithm, the scheme for a computation; and the top level contains the
theory of the computation. . . , [T] ake the case of Fourier analysis. Here the comthe decomposition of an arbitrary
putational theory of the Fourier transformmathematical curve into a sum of sine waves of differing frequencies-is
well
understood, and is expressed independently of the particular way in which it might
be computed. One level down, there are several algorithms for computing a Fourier
transform, among them the so-called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which
comprises a sequence of mathematical operations, and the so-called spatial
algorithm, a single, global operation that is based on the mechanisms of laser optics.
All such algorithms produce the same result, so the choice of which one to use
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depends upon the particular mechanisms that are available. If one has fast digital
memory, adders, and multipliers, then one will use the FFT, and if one has a laser
and photographic plates, one will use an ‘optical’ method (hiarr and Poggio, 1977).

In contrast, in a system where the theory of grammar, parser, and machine
are collapsed together one cannot decouple these levels of description SOas
to settle, e.g., questions of what is being computed as distinct from how it is
computed. If discrepancies between externai facts and theory arise in this
sort of approach, one must either reformulate the entire theory, or
backtrack and attempt to extract properties invariant with respect to
algorithmic or machine instantiation. Given our current limited understanding, one would expect many such discrepancies between data and
model, and so the ‘constant reformulation’ strategy seems fruitless. The
other route amounts to what Marr suggested in the first place: to separate
out the levels of abstract theory, algorithm, and implementation so that
results can be at least roughly carved out at each level in a more independent
fashion.
Besides the tactical advantage accruing to a modular approach, there seem
to be basic questions of psychological interest whose answers crucially refer
to a level of grammatical description. For example, most questions of
‘language learning’ appear to be most perspicuously answered by reference to
grammars, and there even seem to be examples where the theory of language
use and language acquisition make contact.5s Let us take one example that
illustrates how grammars are implicated in theories of language acquisition.
Assume (counterfactually, in the opinion of the authors) that the theory
of extended lexical grammar provides the optimal grammar for English and
that the processing model outlined in, e.g., Bresnan (1978) is in fact the one
embodied by the language faculty.
Now assume that at some stage of acquisition one encounters a new verb,
say, to disambiguate, in the following context:
The context disambiguated the meaning of the sentence.
Given the framework of ELT, this verb would be stored in the lexicon with
its functional representation: disambiguate: I[NPr_-NPJ
. It seems clear
however that a native speaker, even without having met an exemplar, could
easily recognize the passive counterpart to the sentence above:
The meaning was disambiguated by the context of the sentence.

ssSee Renvti (1979, 1980, 1982 [Reference note 2)) for a modelthat explicitlyconnectsa model
of languageuse(the Marcusparser)to a modelof languageacquisition.
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ELT would claim that this is because the lexicon could also associate a
passive template with the lexical entry for disambiguate, once the active
form had been built. But on what basis? Presumably, there IS some sort of
active-passive relation, perhaps captured by an explicit rule (a lexical
redundancy rule; see Section 1.1 above) that can construct the passive entry
once the active entry is built. However, note that this active-passive relation
is cnzcially not part of the parsing algorithm itself (its effects can be encoded
into the lexicon independently of the parsing algorithm), but is Ftatable only
al a level of grammatical description. Therefore, in order to show how new
lexical forms are integrated into the parser-a
problem presumably of
obvious interest to psychologists-one
rust crucially refer to a level of
grammatical representation. Many more such examples drawn Cram the
study of acquisition could be cited, but they would take us far beyond the
scope of this paper.
Three major points emerge from this investigation of the connection
between grammars, parsers, and machine implementations. Fi.rst, given our
limited knowledge about the range of possible machine impler.lentations, it
would seem ill-advised to directly specify a theory of parsing for natural
language wiihout first having a good theory of grammar-the
knowledge the
parser is to work with. Second, the theory of grammar can go a long way to
delimit the class of possible parsing algorithms (since it specifies the function
to be computed by the parser). Finally, some questions relevant to the
theory of language use are apparently answerable only by direct reference to
the level of grammatical representation. Each of these conc1usion.s points to
a single moral: it seems that thre development of an adequate theory of
language use will depend on a filmcharacterization of linguistic knowledge,
a grammar. One cannot build a theory o r’language use directly; the theory of
language use will emerge out of a tdeory of competence, a theory of
algorithms, a theory of implementatior: , and a theory of the proper mapping
between these explanatory levels.
Appendix I. The evaluation of other DTC experiments
There are several other experiments that purport to falsify the DTC. We treat
them separately because they are of a very different character than the
Slobin results.
We argued above that the Slobin results might suggest either (1) reorganizing the grammar so that it may be incorporated into the parser (the suggestion advanced by Bresnan), or (2) reorganizing the parser (which we have suggested). In both cases, one of the basic assumptions of the DTC was revised.
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In contrast, the experiments we consider in this Appendix seem to show
either that the details of the grammar (Standard Theory) assumed by the
DTC are incorrect or that the distinctions among rules that have a natural
interpretation within the Standard Theory (or Extended Standard Theory)
may be ro,flected in the parser. In other words, these experiments may suggest
minor modifications in the DTC, but leave its basic theses untouched?
For example, Fodor and Garrett (1967) performed an experiment
contrasting sentences whose Noun Phrases were modified by a series of
prenominal adjectives with sentences containing only bare Noun Phrases.
They assumed a theory that derived prenominal adjectives from relative
clauses by a reduction and preposing operation called whiz-deletion. ” Under
this analysis, a phrase like (1) was derived from (2) by fmt deleting the wh
and verb sequence and then preposing the adjective to prenominal position:
(I)
(2)

The red book
from
The book which is red.

Assuming that whiz deletion is a transformation, constructions with prenominal adjectives should take more total time to parse than those containing
basic Noun Phrases. Fodor and Garrett found, however, that prenominal
modification produced no complexity effect: “The sentences with adjectives
exhibited no tendency to inhibit subjects’ accuracy on the paraphrase task”
(Fodor, Bever and Garrett, 1974, page 325). Thus, their results tend to
indicate that prenominal adjectives are not derived using transformations.
This same conclusion was reached independently by Williams (1975).
Williams provides a host of purely syntactic arguments against the whiz
deletion analysis. He offers an alternative theory where prenominal
adjectives are simply generated in place. He then shows how this analysis fits
in with the kind of TG proposed by Chomsky (1970). Assuming Williams’s
analysis, we may predict the complexity results of Fodor and Garrett while
stay&! entirely within the framework of the Standard Theory.
Another purported counterexample to the DTC is reported in Watt (1970).
Watt presupposes a theory (advanced by many linguists in the 1960’s)
whereby ‘short passives’ (such as John was hit) are derived from long
passives (John was hit by Fred) via a deletion of the agentive ‘by’ phrase,
56This possibility b also mentioned in Valian (1979, page 6) and in Cooper and Walker (1979).
?3ec Ross (1967). Ross’s motivation for this analysis was the assumption that phra~~9that have the
same meaning should have the same deep structures (a basic assumption of the branch of transformational grammarcalled generative semantics). Since phrases like the red door and the door which is
red have the same meaning, these phrases were presumed to be derived from the me underlying deep
sttucture source. See Chomsky (1970) for theoretical and empirical arguments against this assumption.
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Watt (following Fodor and Garrett [ 19671) claims that short passives take
no longer to parse than their longer counterparts, a problem for the DTC on
the assumption that the deletion operation involved in generating short
passives adds time complexity to the analysis of these sentences. However,
current linguistic theory generates short passives directly; no deletion of a
‘by’ phrase is required. (See Bresnan, 1972 [Reference
note 31 and
Chomsky, 1976 for evidence). Given this, even a TG enqbedded directly in a
serial processing model would predict the data that Watt cites.
The next set of experiments that have been taken to inpugn the direct
embedding of a TG in a processing model deal with so-called partide and
adverbial movements. In unpublished experiments (reported in Fodor, Bever
and Garrett [ 1974]), Bever, Fodor, Garrett and Mehler compared the
following sentences:
John phoned up the girl.
John phoned the girl up.

1(a)
l(b)

Bever and Mehler (see Bever [ 19681) compared sentences like 2(a) and 2(b):
Slowly the operator looked the number up.
The operator slowly looked the number up.

2(a)
2(b)

At one time both of the (b) examples were presumed to be derived transformationally from the corresponding (a) examples. l(b) was derived from l(a)
by particle movement (see Emonds, 1976), and 2(b) from 2(a) by adverb
preposing (see Emonds, 1976 and Keyser, 1968). Given the assumptions of
the DTC we would predict that the (b) examples would be more complex
than the (a) examples. However, no such complexity effects were uncovered.
At the time when the relevant complexity experiments were done, people
believed that transformations were the only possible structure changing
rules. Subsequent studies have shown that this traditional conception of the
transformational component was too broad in that it lumped together rules
that had very different properties. 58 In the case at hand, the (b) examples
clearly mean exactly the same thing as their (a) counterparts. In general the
application of rules such as particle movement and adverbial preposing does
not affect the semantic interpretation of these sentences at all. There is no
semantic reason to relate an adverb or a particle to its purported deep strutture position (as opposed to passive; see the discussion in the main text
above). Secondly, these rules do not apply successive cyclically. (Rou@Y,
they cannot move a constituent out of the clause from which it originates).
Consider, for example:
%ee

Emon&

this issue.

(1972, 1976) and Chomsky and Lam& (1976) for comprehensive discussion of
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I said that the operator quickly dialed the number.
I said quickly that the operator (empty) dialed the number.

Although 3(b) is grammatical it cannot be derived from 3(a) because in 3(a)
the adverb modifies the verb to dial while in 3(b) it modifies mid and has no
relation at all to the lower verb. It seems reasonable to assume then that the
adverbs in these sentences simply originate in the clauses where they are
found in surface structure. Adverb movement is only clause internal.
In the case of particle movement, the particle cannot even be moved from
the Verb Phrase from which it originated. Compare:
4(a)
I called the operator up yesterday.
*I called the operator yesterday up.
4(b)
4(b) is ungrammatical because since yesterday is a sentence adverb its
derivation requires movement of the particle up out of the Verb Phrase and
into a slot directly under the S. This is impossible if we assume (see Emonds,
1976) that the domain of particle movement is strictly ‘local’ (internal to the
Verb Phrase).
These properties contrast sharply with those of the so-called passive rule
(and with the properties of Noun Phrase and wtz-movement in general).
Consider:
John was believed to have been seen by Bill.
%a)
To derive this sentence we start with a deep structure:
S(b)
[ I believed [ ] to have been seen John by Bill.
Next we apply the passive rule:
S(c)
[ I was believed John to have been seen by Bill.
Finally we re-apply this rule (successive cyclically), obtaining S(a):
5(d)
John was believed to have been seen by Bill.
It is clear (in contrast to the particle and adverb movement cases) that we
must relate John back to its deep structure position because the proper interpretation of this sentence requires that John be construed as the object of
be seen.
Because rules like particle movement and adverb placement have properties that are so different from those of rules like passive, it has been
pm_
(~ee Chnsky and Lasnik, 1977 and Dresher and Hornstein, 1977)
that these rules be clarified as stylistic rules and be separated from
transformations.
Clearly under such a proposal one could still retain the DTC by claiming
that transformations but not stylistic rules are actually computed during
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sentence processing and therefore add to its complexity. Since particle
movement and adverb placement do not influence semantics, we could
perhaps claim that ‘de-transforming’ operations need not apply in these
cases; the particles or adverbs are simply left in place, as they appear in the
input string. This would accord with the DTC hypothesis that only structure
relevant to semantic interpretation need be recovered during sentence
processing.59
The important point is that even the Standard Theory provides the
distinctions needed to make the DTC compatible with the cited psycholinguistic complexity results.
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Dans c-et article on traite de la question de savoir si et comment on peut dire que les grammaires
propo&s par les iinguistes peuvent Btre actualis&s en mod&les adhurts de traitement de phrases. On
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&die d’abord les postulats qui guident les experiences b’appuyant sur la theorie dite de compfexiti
dQrivationnellc (DTC). Ces exp6riences ont eti cenkes montrer que la theorie de la Grammaire Transformationelle (TG) connue comme Theorie Standard n’6tait que partiellement adequate pour rendre
compte de I’analysc humaine. En particulier, on a pens6 (voir Fodor, Bever et Garrett, 1974) que les
cxpkiences DTC dimontraient que, tandis que l’analyseur utilisait les descriptions structurelles
implicites dans les ddrivations transformationnelles, les computations qu’il faisait ressemblaient peu
au% transformations propodes par une TG. Les principales propositions sous-tendant la DTC etaient
que 1) le mod& de calcul (ou analyseur) clfectue les operations de facon lineaire et serielle et que 2)
il incorpore une grammaire plus ou moins representable sous une formc semblable i une grammaire de
compt!tence.
Si l’on fait I’hypotheses d’une serialit&, stricte, il parait plus facile d’inclure dans le mod&
d’analyse une grammaire lexicale &endue tclle quc celle propoke par Bresnan (1978) comme opposic
5 une TC. Cette conjoncture joue un role important dans la critique que fait Bresnan i IaTG en tant
que partie pertinenk dune theorie d’utilisation du langage. Fodor, Bever et Garrett (1974) ainsi que
Bresnan (1978) chcrchent a rendre les regles grammaticales compatibles avec les don&es psycholinguistiques et avec la proposition (1). 11sproposent des modeles qui limitent la part de traitemcni actif
r&k6 en temps reel. Pour cela ils Bliminent le composant transformationel. Nous montrons que ie
calcul en temps r6el n’est pas mkessairement assocbl a une complexite supplementaire de tcmps de
reaction. C’est a dire que nous montrons qu’un analyieeur qui relie la SP i la SS par des regles de transformation (ou plus preciiment par des regles d’analyst de forme tres proche des regles d’un modkZe
transformationnel) peut s’accorder avec les don&es de la psycholinguistique si l’on fait simplement
varier le postulat (1). Plus prkcitiment nous montrons qu’en enchassant TG dbns une architecture de
calcul paraB&le (qui peut &tre justifike comme raisonnable pour I’usage du langage) on peut saisir les
differences de complexit dans le calcul des phrases qu’avaient relevees les experimentateurs DTC.
La proposition (2) permet aussi devaluer les grammaires candidates pour une theorie de i’utilisation du langage. On montre d’abord que Bresnan (1978) peut affaiblir cette proposition pour rendre
1’Extended Lexical Grammar compatible avec les rkultats de la psycholinguistique. Ensuite on analyst
la position de Tyler et Marslen Wilson (19 77-1980) selon laquelle leurs experiences montrent qu’on ne
peut instancier une TG dans un modele d’analyse sans changer la proposition (2). Ceci est lie au fait
qu’ils insistent sur le fait que leurs experiences supportent un “mode interactif d’analyse dont ils
pensent qu’il est compatible avec la These de I’Autonomie de la Syntaxe. On montre que la T&se de
1’Autonomie est sans relation avec ce mdile interactif. Adopter ce modeie n’empkhe done pas
d’inchrre directement le TG dans un anaiyseur.
En outre, nous montrons pouquoi en allant dans le sens de la proposition (2). unc cundition que
nous appellons le TTH n’est pas un critere absolu pour juger de l’utilite dune theorie grammaticale en
vue de construire une thiorie d’analyseur. Nous soutenons que les grammaires ne doivent pas Ptre
envisagkes comme fournissant directement et de fa9on transparente (proposition 2 cidessus), un
algorithme d’analysc. Cepcndant, nous insistons sur le fait que la theorie de la grammaire a une place
centrale dans Ie dBvcloppement d’un mode d’utilisation du langage mSme si Ir! Type de Transparence
est affaibli selon nos suggestions. Enfin, nous montrons que toutes ces remarques servent i I’ivaluation
comparative des mod&s d’analyses possibles qui incorporent la grammaire transformationnelle, la
grammaire lexico-fonctionnelle et les propositions de Tyler et Marslen-Wilson.

